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Preface
Arctic marine ecosystems have experienced profound and rapid changes over the past several decades. These changes 
have spurred a variety of efforts to evaluate ecologically important marine areas in the Arctic and to examine the need for 
conservation to enhance the resilience of these globally unique ecosystems. As part of its two-year term as chair of the 
Arctic Council, the United States has prioritized a process to evaluate the creation of an ecologically significant network 
of Marine Protected Areas in the Arctic. This primer is designed to inform and facilitate that process by summarizing and 
mapping previous major efforts to describe ecologically important marine areas across the Arctic. We recognize that site 
specific descriptions and evaluations are underway in individual countries and at different scales, and this primer is in no 
way meant to supplant those more exhaustive efforts. 

The descriptions of ecologically important marine areas in the Arctic summarized herein are from four distinct processes: 

(A) United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity’s Arctic Ecologically or Biologically Significant Areas;

(B) International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resource Defense Council’s Super 
Ecologically or Biologically Significant Areas;

(C) Arctic Council’s Areas of Heightened Ecological Significance identified as part of the Arctic Marine 
Shipping Assessment; and

(D) Canada’s Arctic Ecologically or Biologically Significant Areas.

It is important to note from the outset that while the processes summarized herein were expert-driven and attempted to 
rely on the best available science, they were not able to systematically include the wealth of traditional knowledge from 
communities in the Arctic. These communities have thousands of years of observation in the Arctic, and the subsistence 
way-of-life is central to many Arctic communities and cultures. It is thus of critical importance that we continue to 
work with communities to better learn from and incorporate traditional knowledge. Dialogue surrounding appropriate 
management measures for marine areas in the Arctic must be inclusive of and respectful to the rights of indigenous 
communities in the Arctic, must include a wide variety of stakeholders, and must be based on the best available science 
and traditional knowledge.

Discussions about appropriate spatial protective measures and ocean planning are ongoing in a variety of arenas. It is our 
hope that this primer will help inform these dialogues as we work together to protect our shared Arctic heritage for future 
generations.
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Figure 1: Map of the Arctic marine environment (map from Eamer et al., 2013).
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I. Background
The Arctic marine ecosystem is vast and marked by extremes in solar irradiance, ice cover and associated atmospheric 
exchanges, temperature and inflow from rivers. Primary production takes place in spring and summer when light from 
long days creates highly productive phytoplankton or ice algal blooms (Arrigo et al., 2011). These events feed energy into 
the higher trophic levels of the Arctic food web. 

A key feature of Arctic marine ecosystem is the sea ice, which is generally defined as seasonal sea ice (ice of not more 
than one winter’s growth) and multi-year sea ice (ice that has persisted over two summer melts) (Comiso, 2012). This 
multi-year sea ice, which need not be recolonized every year like seasonal sea ice, supports populations of polar bear, 
ivory gull, Ross’s gull, beluga whale, narwhal and ringed seal (Figure 2; Divoky et al., 2015; Laidre et al., 2015). The 
Arctic also supports sea ice amphipods, which are important prey for polar cod, Arctic cod, and ringed seals. 

Seasonal sea ice and coastal areas support populations of walruses, others species of seals and seabirds. The Arctic 
maintains 17 species of cetaceans and has the highest diversity of pinnipeds (true seals, fur seals, sea lions and 
walruses) in the world. It was estimated up to 450 breeding birds inhabit the Arctic (Zöckler, 1998). Polar bears also 
occur across the Arctic and use sea ice as their primary hunting grounds.

The Arctic Ocean is viewed as a warning alarm for pending global ocean change, as temperatures and chemistry in the 
region are changing more than two times faster than the global average and consequences are visibly apparent (Hoegh-
Guldberg and Bruno, 2010). The Arctic sea ice helps regulate the world’s climate, and is home to one of the world’s 
most productive high latitude seas, the Chukchi Sea. January 2016 marked the warmest January in the Arctic in human 
history, and these unprecedented warming events are rapidly changing the Arctic seascape.

Figure 2: The Arctic food web is expected to dramatically change as temperatures warm and southern latitude 
species move northward as a result of climate change (Molinos et al., 2015; image from Eamer et al., 2013).
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The retreating sea ice has created new trans-Arctic shipping, commercial fishing and hydrocarbon exploration 
opportunities that are transforming the geo-political space and encouraging a new “race for new ocean space” between 
countries within the circumpolar Arctic and beyond (Schiermeier, 2012; Christiansen et al., 2014; Kim, 2015; Lasserre 
et al., 2015). Knowing where ecologically and biologically important marine areas are located in the Arctic is a key 
component of ocean planning and an important step toward establishing appropriate protective measures that help 
promote ecological persistence and social resilience to imminent environmental changes. 

The purpose of this report is to provide stakeholders a primer on recent broad scale efforts made to identify important 
marine areas in the Arctic. The efforts to identify ecologically important marine areas in the Arctic include:

(A) United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity’s Arctic Ecologically or Biologically Significant Areas;

(B) International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resource Defense Council’s Super 
Ecologically or Biologically Significant Areas;

(C) Arctic Council’s Areas of Heightened Ecological Significance identified as part of the Arctic Marine 
Shipping Assessment; and

(D) Canadian Arctic Ecologically or Biologically Significant Areas.

The descriptions of individual sites from these four efforts are included herein, but have been summarized from the 
original reports and should not be considered exhaustive.

(A) United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity Arctic Ecologically or Biologically  
Significant Areas (EBSAs)

In 2008, the criteria for scientifically evaluating EBSAs were adopted at the Ninth Meeting of the Conference of Parties 
to the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) (Table 1). The primary purpose of the EBSA criteria was to guide in the 
establishment and protection of important areas principally through marine protected areas, but was later expanded to 
aid marine spatial planning, impact assessments, and other conservation and management measures (Dunn et al., 2014; 
Warner, 2015). Although the CBD EBSA criteria serves to identify important marine areas, the process of identification 
has largely been through expert opinions collated during regional workshops (Bax et al., 2015). To date, eleven EBSAs 
have been identified in the Arctic as part of the CBD EBSA process, nearly all of which are located in Russian waters, 
with the exception of the central polar ice pack (Table 2; Figure 3). Some Arctic countries opted not to have the CBD 
EBSA process occur in their jurisdictions, while the government of Canada undertook its own domestic EBSA evaluation.  
 

Table 1: EBSA Criteria Adopted at the Ninth Meeting of the Conference of Parties to the Convention  
on Biological Diversity 

1.  Uniqueness or rarity

2.  Special importance for life history of species

3.  Importance for threatened, endangered or 
    declining species and/or habitats

4.  Vulnerability, fragility, sensitivity, slow recovery 

5.  Biological productivity

7.  Naturalness
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Table 2: Recognized Arctic EBSAs by the Convention on Biological Diversity

1.  Coastal Waters of Chukotka 

2.  Wrangel-Gerald Shallows and Ratmanov Gyre 

3.  Great Siberian Polynya 

4.  Ob-Enisei River Mouth 

5.  Murman Coast and Varanger Fjord

6.  Multi-year Ice of the Central Arctic Ocean

7.  North-eastern Barents–Kara Sea

8.  Coast of Western and Northern Novaya Zemlya 

9.  South-eastern Barents Sea (the Pechora Sea)

10.  White Sea

11.  The Marginal Ice Zone and the Seasonal  
      ice-Cover Over the Deep Arctic Ocean

(B) International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) and Natural Resource Defense  
Council’s (NRDC) Super Ecologically or Biologically Significant Areas (Super EBSAs)

In 2010, thirty-four participants attended a workshop hosted by the IUCN and NRDC to identify a list of Arctic EBSAs 
and winnow down the most important ones (Speer and Laughlin, 2011). Using the CBD EBSA criteria, the participants 
identified 77 possible Arctic marine EBSAs that were reduced to 13 ‘Super EBSAs’. The Super EBSAs met most or 
all of the CBD EBSA criteria, or met one or more of the criteria at a global level of significance, and were grouped into 
three sub-regional geographic categories (Table 3). Although the identification of Arctic Super EBSAs was not a formal 
process under the CBD, the same criteria were used and similar methodologies were employed.

Table 3: Three Arctic Sub-Regions and 13 Super EBSAs

Pacific Region 

1.  St. Lawrence Island

2.  Bering Strait

3.  Chukchi Beaufort Coast

4.  Wrangel Island

Northwest Atlantic Region

5.  Beaufort Sea Coast/ 
    Cape Bathurst

6.  Polar Pack  

7.  North Water Polynya/ 
    Lancaster Sound

8.  Disko Bay/Store Hellefiskebanke

Northeast Atlantic Region

9.  White Sea/Barents Sea Coast

10.  Pechora Sea/Kara Gate

11.  Novaya Zemlya

12.  High Arctic Islands and Shelf

13.  Great Siberian Polynya

(C) Arctic Council’s Areas of Heightened Ecological Significance Identified as Part of the  
Arctic Marine Shipping Assessment (AMSA IIC areas)

In 2009, the Arctic Council, published a comprehensive Arctic Marine Shipping Assessment (AMSA) (Ellis and Brigham, 
2009) that made a number of recommendations for policymakers. The authors of the AMSA report acknowledged the 
urgency to identify areas of heightened ecological and cultural significance given the rapidity of looming changes in 
the Arctic environment. Subsequently, in 2013, the Arctic Council published the Identification of Arctic Marine Areas 
of Heightened Ecological and Cultural Significance: Arctic Marine Shipping Assessment IIC (AMSA IIC). The resultant 
report identified greater than 90 areas of heightened ecological importance within Arctic Large Marine Ecosystems.1  

1The Large Marine Ecosystem (LME) approach was first introduced in 1984 as a way to holistically manage marine space at large ecosystem scales that are often >200,000 km2 in size (Sherman and Hempel, 2008). LME 
boundaries are defined by four linked ecological parameters: 1) bathymetry; 2) hydrography; 3) productivity; and 4) trophic relationships (Sherman and Hempel, 2008). In 2013, an additional Arctic LME was identified (i.e., Aleutian 
Islands), bringing the total of LMEs in the region to eighteen. Although the identification of LMEs does not prioritize areas based on their ecological or biological importance, LMEs do shape regional policy decisions and scientific 
inquiry, particularly at the transboundary scale (e.g., UNEP Regional Seas Programme) (Mahon et al, 2010).
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The International Maritime Organization’s Particularly Sensitive Sea Areas criteria were used to select important marine 
areas, and the locations where fish, birds and/or mammals aggregate in large numbers over space and time weighed 
heavily on the site selection process (Table 4; AMAP/CAFF/SDWG, 2013). The number of ecologically important areas 
identified on a per Large Marine Ecosystem (LME) basis was approximately one to ten and they ranged in size from 
about 10 – 300,000 km2, with the Central Arctic Ocean LME (3.6 million km2) as the exception (AMAP/CAFF/SDWG, 
2013). The culturally important areas were briefly evaluated based on communities, archeological and historical sites, and 
traditional use areas, but are not discussed herein (AMAP/CAFF/SDWG, 2013).

Table 4: The International Maritime Organization’s Particularly Sensitive Sea Areas Criteria for 
Identifying Heightened Ecological Areas (IMO Resolution A.982(24))

Uniqueness or rarity: An area or ecosystem is unique if it is “the only one of its kind.” Habitats of rare, 
threatened, or endangered species that occur only in one area are an example. An area or ecosystem is rare 
if it occurs only in a few locations or has been seriously depleted across its range. An ecosystem may extend 
beyond country borders, assuming regional or international significance. Nurseries or certain feeding, breeding, 
or spawning areas may also be rare or unique.

Critical habitat: A sea area that may be essential for the survival, function, or recovery of fish stocks or rare or 
endangered marine species, or for the support of large marine ecosystems.

Dependency: An area where ecological processes are highly dependent on biotically structured systems (e.g. 
coral reefs, kelp forests, mangrove forests, seagrass beds). Such ecosystems often have high diversity, which is 
dependent on the structuring organisms. Dependency also embraces the migratory routes of fish, reptiles, birds, 
mammals, and invertebrates.

Representativeness: An area that is an outstanding and illustrative example of specific biodiversity, ecosystems, 
ecological or physiographic processes, or community or habitat types or other natural characteristics.

Diversity: An area that may have an exceptional variety of species or genetic diversity or includes highly varied 
ecosystems, habitats, and communities.

Productivity: An area that has a particularly high rate of natural biological production. Such productivity is the 
net result of biological and physical processes which result in an increase in biomass in areas such as oceanic 
fronts, upwelling areas and some gyres.

Spawning or breeding grounds: An area that may be a critical spawning or breeding ground or nursery area 
for marine species which may spend the rest of their life-cycle elsewhere, or is recognized as migratory routes 
for fish, reptiles, birds, mammals, or invertebrates.

Naturalness: An area that has experienced a relative lack of human-induced disturbance or degradation.

Integrity: An area that is a biologically functional unit, an effective, self-sustaining ecological entity.

Fragility : An area that is highly susceptible to degradation by natural events or by the activities of people. Biotic 
communities associated with coastal habitats may have a low tolerance to changes in environmental conditions, 
or they may exist close to the limits of their tolerance (e.g., water temperature, salinity, turbidity or depth). Such 
communities may suffer natural stresses such as storms or other natural conditions (e.g., circulation patterns) 
that concentrate harmful substances in water or sediments, low flushing rates, and/or oxygen depletion. 
Additional stress may be caused by human influences such as pollution and changes in salinity. Thus, an area 
already subject to stress from natural and/or human factors may be in need of special protection from further 
stress, including that arising from international shipping activities.

Bio-geographic importance: An area that either contains rare biogeographic qualities or is representative of a 
biogeographic “type” or types, or contains unique or unusual biological, chemical, physical, or geological features.
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(D) Canadian Arctic Ecologically or Biologically Significant Areas (CEBSAs)

In 2009, the government of Canada, through their Department of Fisheries and Oceans, started publishing materials on a 
national EBSA process for the Canadian Arctic (Table 5). The Canadian-led Arctic EBSA process drew information from 
the published scientific literature, scientific experts, and traditional and local ecological knowledge. The CEBSAs were 
initially identified using the CBD EBSA criteria (Table 1; Cobb et al., 2011); however, existing Arctic CEBSAs were re-
evaluated and new ones were identified using uniqueness, aggregation (species), and fitness criteria that were assessed 
using a low, medium, or high categorical ranking system (Cobb et al., 2014; DFO, 2015). The other UN CBD criteria 
proved challenging to systematically analyze and were believed more important for prioritizing rather than identifying 
CEBSAs (Cobb et al., 2014; DFO, 2015). The sites receiving a medium or high rank qualified as a CEBSA (Cobb et al., 
2014). The resultant CEBSAs were identified within five biogeographic regions:  

 

Table 5: Canadian Arctic Biogeographic Regions with Associated References

Arctic Basin   Cobbs, 2011; DFO, 2011

Western Arctic Cobbs, 2011; DFO, 2011; 
DFO, 2014a; 

Arctic Archipelago Cobbs, 2011; DFO, 2011

Eastern Arctic DFO, 2011; DFO, 2015

Hudson Bay Complex DFO, 2014b; Paulic et al., 
2014

Unlike the other efforts described above, the CEBSA process will likely continue to be an iterative process that accounts 
for ecosystem changes and new knowledge and methodologies.

This primer is an attempt to bring together and map the ecologically important marine areas identified at a broad scale 
across the Arctic through the four processes described above. The following site specific descriptions of ecologically 
important marine areas were obtained solely from the above referenced CBD EBSA, Super EBSA, AMSA IIC, and 
CEBSA reports. To improve clarity, AMSA IIC important marine areas were described using the Large Marine Ecosystem 
framework. In-text reference citations from the original reports were removed for brevity and the descriptions of the 
areas in the various reports were shortened and summarized. Summary maps were included in the appendices that are 
as initial attempt to overlay marine protected areas data onto the ecologically important marine areas described herein 
(Appendices A-F).

This primer is designed as a reference guide and it is not meant to replace the more comprehensive work in the original 
reports. As these maps are first run and new information and data are being collected, it is our intent that this primer will 
be a living document, incorporating new information and feedback as it becomes available.
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II. Important Marine Areas Identified by the United 
Nations Convention on Biological Diversity Ecologically 

or Biologically Significant Areas Process
 

Figure 3: The CBD Ecologically or Biologically Significant Areas (EBSAs) identified by the United Nations 
Convention on Biological Diversity. Coastal Waters of Chukotka (1), Wrangel-Gerald Shallows and Ratmanov 
Gyre (2), Great Siberian Polynya (3), Marginal Ice Zone and the Seasonal Ice-Cover over the Deep Arctic Ocean 
(4), Multi-year Ice of the Central Arctic Ocean (5), North-Eastern Barents-Kara Sea (6), Ob-Enisei River Mouth 
(7), Coast of Western and Northern Novaya Zemlya (8), South-Eastern Barents Sea (the Pechora Sea) (9), 
Murman Coast and Varanger Fjord (10), and White Sea (11).
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1. Coastal Waters of Chukotka

• Area remains ice-covered most of the year and is important for primary production and carbon flux to the seafloor.

• The bays, inlets and lagoons have important kelp communities that contribute greatly to regional primary production.

• Fucoid communities, kelp and mussel beds along the eastern shore of Chaun Bay are considered rare.

• Shallow coastal bays and marshes are important staging, molting and nesting areas for numerous aquatic birds, 
including eiders, long-tailed ducks (Clangula hyemalis) and alcids.

• High concentrations of ringed (Phoca hispida) and bearded seals (Erignathus barbatus) and their predators, polar 
bears (Ursus maritimus), commonly occur in this area during the winter.

2. Wrangel-Gerald Shallows and Ratmanov Gyre

• Located in the Russian part of the Chukchi Sea, the area is mostly filled by seasonal pulses of water originating from 
the Bering Sea via the Bering Strait.

• The Ratmanov Gyre provides a significant supply of nutrients and high primary production that fluxes to the bottom 
of the seafloor, and creates the foundation for the stable, persistent and very high biomass of benthic infauna and 
epifauna.

• Landfast ice and polynyas around Wrangel Island is a result of the interaction between the Arctic and the Siberian 
anticyclones, and provide a spring migratory pathway for bowhead, as well as beluga, polar bear, Pacific walrus and 
gray whale during summer and autumn.

• The polynyas adjacent to Wrangel Island form an area with a high concentration of ringed (Phoca hispida) and 
bearded (Erignathus barbatus) seal and polar bear (Ursus maritimus), and also serves as a feeding area for seabirds, 
walrus and cetaceans.

3. Great Siberian Polynya

• The polynyas in this areas form an ecologically and biologically important ecosystem that is critical habitat for the 
Laptev walrus (Odobenus rosmarus laptevi).

• Area is important for polar cod (Boreogadus saida) recruitment that provides an important food source for top 
predators in the region.

• The polynyas serve as important habitat for thick-billed murre (Uria lomvia), black-legged kittiwake (Rissa tridactyla) 
and other birds, such as Steller’s eider, during the spring migration period.

• The area also sustains high densities of seals that are an important prey source for polar bear.

4. The Marginal Ice Zone and the Seasonal Ice-Cover over the Deep Arctic Ocean

• Large spatially and temporally dynamic areas of the basins now have annual ice and are thus ice edge and seasonal 
ice zones with a period of open water in summer.

• Ice habitat found in this area is regionally unique and is ecologically significant beyond national jurisdiction.

• Changes in sea ice alter the amount, timing and location of primary production, both within the ice and in the water 
column, with potential cascading effects throughout the ecosystem.

• Serves as critical breeding, molting and resting habitat for ice associated species, some of which are listed as 
vulnerable by the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN).

5. Multi-year Ice of the Central Arctic Ocean

• Multi-year ice and associated marine habitats are regionally unique and ecologically significant beyond national 
jurisdiction, particularly as ice conditions shift from climate change.
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• Effects on the ice fauna will be strongest at the edges of the multi-year sea ice. 

• Polar bears (Ursus maritimus), namely the southern and northern Beaufort Sea subpopulations, are highly dependent 
on the sea ice habitat, particularly for breeding, and are therefore more vulnerable to changes in sea ice extent, 
duration and thickness.

6. North-Eastern Barents–Kara Sea

• Unique and vulnerable High Arctic marine cryopelagic ecosystem characteristic of the Atlantic region.

• Numerous deep-water canyons and important marginal ice zones are important habitats. 

• Atlantic waters flow along the continental slope and enrich local communities and biological productivity. 

• Boasts high abundance of typical Arctic species (e.g., seabirds, marine mammals, benthic invertebrates) and is 
important  for globally threatened species of birds and marine mammals.

7. Ob-Enisei River Mouth

• The area is the largest estuarine area in the Arctic and the continental outflow in the area is the greatest recorded in 
the Arctic seas.

• High primary production supports large stocks of freshwater and semi-anadromous fishes, aquatic birds and 
waterfowl. 

• Seasonal migrations of anadromous and semi-anadromous species occur through the estuaries, and fast ice in the 
outer part of the river mouth zone serves as an important spawning area for the polar cod.

• Coastal zone is marked by exceptionally high biological and landscape diversity, which is where most of the biological 
activity is observed.

• Supports high avifauna communities, including globally threatened species like Steller’s eider (Polysticta stelleri), 
velvet scoter (Melanitta fusca) and long-tailed duck (Clangula hyemalis), as well as sea ducks, geese and swans, 
including king eider, long-tailed ducks, scoters, dark-bellied Brent goose and Bewick’s swan.

• Important summer feeding ground for beluga and polar bears occur in the outer region.

8. Coast of Western and Northern Novaya Zemlya

• The confluence of Atlantic and Arctic water masses form the polar front that generate strong temperature and salinity 
gradients that fluctuate along the eastern Barents Sea that enhances productivity of the entire coast off western 
Novaya Zemlya.

• A marginal ice zone also supports high seasonal productivity that provides feeding grounds for common species of 
Barents Sea pinnipeds and ceatceans, and breeding grounds for bearded (Erignathus barbatus) and ringed (Phoca 
hispida) seals.

• West coast of Novaya Zemlya serves as a potential spring migration route for beluga of the Kara stock and possibly 
for Atlantic walrus.

• High marine productivity supports the largest seabird colonies in the North-East Atlantic, including a large breeding 
population of common eiders. 

• Rare and threatened species/habitats occurring in this area include staging and molting grounds for the threatened 
Steller’s eider and longtailed duck.

• High density of benthic biomass serves as an important feeding ground for Atlantic walrus.

• Marginal ice zone, polynyas and leads off the west coast of Novaya Zemlya are important wintering areas for seabirds 
and polar bears.
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9. South-Eastern Barents Sea (the Pechora Sea)

• The more continental climate, lower salinity, shallow depths and lowland shores is associated with a distinct ecosystem 
that is mainly based on benthic production.

• Pechora River, the second-largest river draining into the European part of the Arctic Ocean, is an important 
characteristic of this area, as it is responsible for nutrient transport that supports the rich and highly productive benthic 
communities of the Pechora Sea.

• Total biomass recorded at the Kolguev shallow, in the Kara and Yugor Shar straits, is the highest value found in the 
Barents Sea.

• The Pechora Sea is located in the center of the East Atlantic flyway and about 130 bird species make extensive use 
of the rich food resources of sea shoals and sheltered bays, the littoral zone and adjacent coasts. 

• The Pechora Sea serves as a key habitat for Atlantic walrus, provides an important feeding ground and migration path 
for beluga (IUCN Vulnerable) and serves as important habitat for polar bears throughout the year.

10. Murman Coast and Varanger Fjord

• Area is characterized by very high productivity and benthic biomass and serves as a spawning area for several species 
of pelagic fishes (e.g., capelin, sand eel), and is important habitat for more than 50,000 breeding pairs of different 
seabirds, resulting from overlapping range distributions of eastern and western species.

• Area is an important feeding and breeding area for grey seal (Halichoerus grypus) and a feeding area for minke 
whales, harbor porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) and orcas (Orcinus orca).

• Coastal waters of the Kola Peninsula are used by beluga whales (Delphinapterus beluga) as a migration corridor and 
feeding area.

• Humpback whales (Megaptera novangliae), sei whales (Balaenoptera borealis) and white-beaked dolphin 
(Lagenorhynchus albirostris) are frequent in the area and are considered IUCN Red List species. 

11. White Sea

• The White Sea, the youngest sea in Europe, has a peculiar oceanographic regime with cold, deep water formation in 
the Gorlo strait. 

• Area is characterized by strong tidal currents creating high turbulence and mixing the water column down to the 
seabed.

• Deep sub-zero temperatures waters are important habitats for pelagic and benthic biota, while upper shallow areas 
host typical boreal fauna and macrophyte flora (i.e., kelp and seagrass).

• The White Sea has two endemic subspecies of fish and is an important migration route of Atlantic salmon.

• The bays and islands provide breeding habitats for 17 species of aquatic birds that overlap with the East Atlantic 
flyway, serves as nesting areas of common eiders (Somateria molissima), and has huge importance as a migration 
corridor and staging area for many bird species. 

• The polynyas that develop in winter are important wintering grounds for several seabird species.

• One of the most important feeding, whelping and molting areas of harp seals (Pagophilus groenladicus) and extremely 
important mating grounds of beluga whales (Delphinapterus beluga).
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III. Important Marine Areas Identified by the IUCN-NRDC 
Ecologically or Biologically Significant Areas Process

 

Figure 4: The Super Ecologically or Biologically Significant Areas (Super EBSAs) identified by the International 
Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) and Natural Resource Defense Council (NRDC). St. Lawrence Island 
(1), Bering Strait (2), Chukchi Beaufort Coast (3), Wrangel Island (4), Beaufort Sea Coast/Cape Bathurst (5), 
Polar Pack (6), North Water Polynya/Lancaster Sound (7), Disko Bay/Store Hellefiskebanke (8), White Sea/
Barents Sea Coast (9), Pechora Sea/Kara Gate (10), Novaya Zemlya (11), High Arctic Islands and Shelf (12), 
and Great Siberian Polynya (13).
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1. St. Lawrence Island

• Polynyas south of St. Lawrence Island likely support nearly the total world population of spectacled eiders (Somateria 
fischeri) for six months of each year.

• Polynyas also provide key habitat for alcids, kittiwakes, shearwaters, overwintering Pacific walrus, bowhead whales, ice 
seals and polar bears, and are an important subsistence hunting area.

2. Bering Strait

• Narrow strait that connects the Pacific and Arctic Oceans exhibits the highest levels of productivity and diversity in the 
Arctic and is a hotspot of global significance.

• Region provides key breeding, pupping, feeding, and/or migratory habitat for many species of marine mammals, 
including bearded, ringed and spotted seals; Pacific walrus; gray, bowhead, and beluga whales, all of which pass 
through the Strait twice per year when migrating between the Bering and Chukchi Seas.

• Arctic cod (Boreogadus saida) and other species of forage fishes are abundant and important to many marine 
predators, and the region supports populations of whitefishes and char that are important for native community 
subsistence.

• Supports extremely high numbers of seabirds during most of the year for breeding, migration, and/or foraging, 
including Least and Crested auklets; Tufted and Horned puffins; Black-legged kittiwakes; Short-tailed shearwaters; 
Spectacled and King eiders; Thick-billed and Common murres; Ivory and Ross’s gulls; Black guillemot; and at least 30 
additional, abundant species of seabirds, sea ducks, geese, loons and phalaropes.

• Only Western Arctic nesting sites of Little auks, which are endemic to the Northwest Atlantic

• Important site for ancient human history and enduring cultural heritage to coastal and island residents.

3. Chukchi Beaufort Coast

• The lead system at the transition between landfast and drifting ice provides a spring migratory pathway for hundreds 
of bowhead whales daily, as well as beluga whales, polar bears, Pacific walrus and gray whales during summer and 
autumn.

• Productive phytoplankton blooms is exported to the benthos that results in an impressively high biomass of benthic 
infauna and epifauna.

• Coastal waters provide whitefish nursery areas and migration corridors for juvenile and adult humpback whales and 
broad whitefish, least and Bering ciscoes and Dolly Varden char. 

• Gray whales of the large migratory eastern population (about 20-25,000 animals) have important benthic feeding 
grounds in coastal areas in the eastern Chukchi Sea, primarily near Point Hope and along the coast between Icy Cape 
and Point Barrow.

• Hanna Shoal retains sea ice, making it a very important area for pinnipeds in late summer when sea ice is absent over 
the rest of the continental shelf.

• King eiders breeding in Western North America (~500,000) use Ledyard Bay as a staging area.

• Coastal waters provide staging, molting and feeding habitat for many species of birds, including seabirds; King, 
Common, Spectacled and Stellers’ eiders; Red-throated, Pacific and Yellow-billed loons; Long-tailed ducks and Brant.

• Cape Lisburne seabird colony is the largest in the eastern Chukchi and Beaufort Seas, supporting roughly half a 
million breeding birds of eight species.

• Barrier islands and lagoon systems, such as Kasegaluk Lagoon in the eastern Chukchi Sea, are important to large 
numbers of spotted seals in summer and denning polar bears in winter.

• Important site for ancient human history and enduring cultural heritage to coastal and island residents.
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4. Wrangel Island

• The polynyas, leads and coastal waters around Wrangel Island provide important spring and summer feeding habitat 
for polar bears, migratory and feeding habitat for Pacific walrus, and breeding and feeding for extensive seabird 
colonies including Thick-billed and Common murres, Black-legged kittiwakes, Horned puffins and Black guillemots.

5. Beaufort Sea Coast/Cape Bathurst

• Highly productive area, including a large, recurring polynya and lead system that serves as important spring and 
summer foraging habitat for bowhead (>90% of the Western Arctic populations), as well as for foraging and, in the 
summer, for calving habitat for beluga.

• Provides prime ringed seal breeding habitat and important summer foraging areas; bearded seals are also common 
throughout the area.

• Area includes two polar bear populations, numbering approximately 2,700 individuals.

• Polynya and lead systems in the area are critical spring staging areas and migratory corridors for numerous marine 
birds, notably waterfowl, significant numbers of western populations of King and Common eiders and Long-tailed 
ducks, as well as the entire local breeding population of Glaucous gulls and Red-throated loons.

• Only Thick-billed murre colony along the Arctic Ocean coast of North America.

6. Polar Pack

• Multiyear pack ice experiences extreme inter-annually variability and provides habitat for distinctive fauna and flora, 
such as ringed seals, polar bears, and other species.

• The multi-year polar pack ice will continue to rapidly disappear with the longest remaining areas occurring along the 
northwestern Canadian Archipelago.

7. North Water Polynya/Lancaster Sound

• The recurring North Water, Coburg Island and Lancaster Sound polynyas are some of the largest and most productive 
in the Northern Hemisphere.

• Walrus and polar bear (approximately 4,000 individuals in several populations) concentrate year round in significant 
numbers.

• Baffin Bay beluga and North Baffin narwhal (some 80,000 individuals) use the area as critical wintering and migratory 
and summering habitat, respectively. 

• Serves as important bowhead wintering and harp seal summering habitat.

• Important breeding and feeding habitat for the world population of Little auk (>30,000,000 pairs), and large numbers 
of Black-legged kittiwakes (>200,000 individuals), Northern fulmars (>250,000 individuals) and Thick-billed murres 
(>1,500,000 individuals).

• Ice edges are critical spring staging habitat for fulmars, kittiwakes and alcids that are heading to breeding colonies, 
including many millions of Little auks. 

• Several million non-breeding birds also spend all or part of the summers in these waters.

• The polynyas are important winter/spring feeding areas for Ivory gull (threatened) and Black guillemot, and harbor 
significant concentrations of spring staging and molting Common and King eiders and Long-tailed ducks. 

• Parts of this region provide important subsistence hunting grounds.
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8. Disko Bay/Store Hellefiskebanke

• Region is an important recruitment area for shrimp, sand eels and important forage fish for seals and whales.

• Vital wintering area for King eider (more than 50% of the flyway populations), for Common eider and for Thick-billed 
murre, and has a very large colony of Arctic tern (over 20,000 pairs).

• Key wintering area for bowhead and beluga whales and narwhal.

• Significant concentration of bearded seals on the ice at Store Hellefiskebanke and winter occurrence of walrus  
and seals.

• Important are for hunting and shrimp and halibut fisheries.

9. White Sea/Barents Sea Coast

• Highly productive coastal waters influenced by a coastal branch of warm current originating from the North-Atlantic 
current.

• Diverse and productive benthic communities, including kelp, provide important nursery habitat for several species of 
pelagic fishes and support Atlantic salmon.

• Important for breeding Common eiders, and provides staging, molting and wintering grounds for three eider species 
including Steller’s eider.

• Supports local populations of White Sea beluga whales and provides pupping and molting areas for the entire East Ice 
harp seal population.

10. Pechora Sea/Kara Gate

• Supports diverse and abundant benthic communities, a high diversity and abundance of white fishes and a large 
breeding stock of Atlantic salmon.

• Important area for Arctic char, navaga, and local relict races of Pacific herring (Chesha-Pechora herring, Clupea 
pallassi suworovi), and is an important spawning ground for polar cod (Boreogadus saida).

• Important areas for wildfowl, both locally breeding (it supports the largest breeding population of Barnacle goose), and 
migrating from West and Central Siberia.

• Principal molting and staging grounds for the Atlantic Flyway population of King eider, as well as important staging 
and migrating areas for Steller’s eider, Long-tailed duck, Scoters, and Brant geese.

• Important post-breeding feeding/staging areas for Thick-billed murres and Kittiwakes and supports the southern herd 
of Atlantic walrus.

• Supports migrating beluga whales, Atlantic walrus, polar cod and some whitefishes, and is a bottleneck for water birds 
breeding in West and Central Siberia and wintering in the East Atlantic.

11. Novaya Zemlya

• Highly productive marine area that supports the largest seabird colonies in the Northeast Atlantic, including a large 
breeding population of Common eiders.

• Area of high biodiversity for zooplankton, benthic species, fishes, seabirds and marine mammals.

• Rare and threatened species/habitats include staging and molting grounds for the endangered Steller’s eider, and the 
northern stock of the East-Atlantic meta-population of Atlantic walrus.
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12. High Arctic Islands and Shelf

• Northern-most archipelago in the Russian and Norwegian Arctic.

• Key area for the endangered Spitsbergen stock of bowhead whale and the northern stock of the East-Atlantic  
meta-population of Atlantic walrus (Odobaenus rosmarus rosmarus).

• Supports most of the world’s breeding population of the threatened Ivory gull, with the region providing important 
post-breeding staging grounds for ivory gulls from all North-East Atlantic populations.

• Waters around Franz Josef Land support diverse seabird species, ice-associated marine mammals, productive benthic 
communities, walrus, and bowhead whales.

• Northeast Svalbard is a highly productive area for fishes, seabirds, marine mammals, zooplankton and benthos,  
and is an important summer feeding area for blue, beluga and humpback whales as well as narwhal.

13. Great Siberian Polynya

• Great Siberian polynya is one of the most stable and ecologically important recurrent flaw polynyas stretching off 
landfast ice.

• Influences ice production in the Arctic Ocean and affects thermohaline circulation in much of the Laptev and East-
Siberian Seas.

• Annual development of the Great Siberian polynya influences spawning phenology and growth rates of Polar cod 
(Boreogadus saida), the key prey species of the High Arctic ecosystem.

• Serves as a spring migration route for marine birds and allows all-year-round maintenance of the local Laptev 
population of walrus.

• Supports concentrations of ice seals and polar bear as well as of highly diverse and productive benthos communities. 
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IV. Important Marine Areas Identified by the Arctic 
Council’s Arctic Marine Shipping Assessment Process

 

Figure 5: The Areas of Heightened Ecological Significance identified in the Arctic Council’s Arctic Shipping 
Marine Assessment.
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Figure 6: The AMSA IIC Areas of Heightened Ecological Significance within Large Marine Ecosystems. Iceland 
Shelf and Sea Large Marine Ecosystem (1-5); Greenland Sea Large Marine Ecosystem (6-10); Faroe Plateau 
Large Marine Ecosystem (11); Norwegian Sea Large Marine Ecosystem (12-14); Barents  Sea Large Marine 
Ecosystem (15-24); Kara Sea Large Marine Ecosystem (25-31); Laptev Sea Large Marine Ecosystem (32-36); 
East Siberian Sea Large Marine Ecosystem (37-41); Bering Sea (East and West) Large Marine Ecosystems (42-
51); Chukchi Sea Large Marine Ecosystem (52-58); Beaufort Sea Large Marine Ecosystem (59-65); Central Arctic 
Ocean Large Marine Ecosystem (66); Canadian Arctic Archipelago Large Marine Ecosystem (67-76); Hudson Bay 
Complex Large Marine Ecosystem (77-84); Baffin Bay-Davis Strait Large Marine Ecosystem (85-94).
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Iceland Shelf and Sea Large Marine Ecosystem

 

Figure 7: Iceland Shelf Large Marine Ecosystem with AMSA IIC sites: Southwest/West Iceland (1), Northwest 
Iceland (2), Denmark Strait (3), North Iceland (4), and East Iceland (5).
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1. Southwest/West Iceland

• Contains the main pelagic spawning grounds for cod of the large migratory Iceland cod stock.

• Summer capelin and herring are an integral source of food to the marine ecosystem around Iceland.

• Important seabird breeding colonies on the Vestmannaeyjar islands off the coast of southwestern Iceland, including 
common murre, razorbill (Alca torda) and Atlantic puffin (Fratercula arctica).

• Faxaflói Bay contains large shallow areas in the inner part with many islets and skerries that are important breeding, 
feeding, molting, wintering and staging areas for many shore birds, including, but not limited to, common eider 
(Somateria mollissima), (Calidris canutus, ssp. islandica), dunlin (Calidris alpina, ssp. arctica), and common ringed 
plover (Charadrius hiaticula, ssp. Psammodroma).

• Important areas for shorebirds include Alftanes-Akrar, Alftanes-Skoganes, Hvalfjordur, Instavogsnes-Grunnafjördur, 
and Longafjördur.

2. Northwest Iceland

• Latrabjarg is located on Bjargtangar on the westernmost point in Iceland and holds one of the largest seabird 
colonies, including large numbers of common and thick-billed murres that use the area for breeding and feeding.

• Hornbjarg and Hælavikubjarg have two large seabird colonies located on the northernmost part of the peninsula north 
of Isafjördur, with the former supporting the largest number of breeding common and thick-billed murres in Iceland.

3. Denmark Strait

• Important migration corridor for seabirds between breeding areas further north in the northeastern Atlantic sector and 
wintering areas along southern Greenland, Labrador and Newfoundland.

• Endangered North Atlantic right whale may extend its summer feeding range north to Denmark Strait.

• Important feeding area for a declining hooded seal population that breeds on sea ice in the Greenland Sea.

4. North Iceland

• Drangey, located in Skagafjördur, holds moderate numbers of common and thick-billed murres.

• Grimsey island holds the largest seabird colony in northern Iceland with a relatively large number of thick-billed murres.

• Melrakkasletta peninsula in Iceland has intertidal areas that are important feeding and staging areas for many 
shorebirds and is used as stop-over area for migratory populations of red knot (C. c. islandica) and ruddy turnstone 
(Arenaria interpres) that breed in northern Greenland and the northeasternmost part of Canada.

5. East Iceland

• Skrudur supports the largest seabird colony in East Iceland, with smaller colonies located along the coast north and to 
the south at Stokksnes east of Höfn.

• Migratory dunlin (Calidris sp.) from Iceland and Greenland use this site for stop-over and staging. 
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Greenland Sea Large Marine Ecosystem

Figure 8: Greenland Sea Large Marine Ecosystem with AMSA IIC sites: Northeast Water polynya area and Peary 
Land (6), Scoresby Sund Fjord and Adjacent Fjord Areas on Blosseville Coast (7), Sirius Water/Young Sund 
Polynya (8), Sea Ice in the Western Greenland Sea (9), and Southeastern Greenland and Denmark Strait (10). 
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6. Northeast Water Polynya Area and Peary Land

• The very large (~45 000 km2) and remote Northeast Water polynya remains open for a major part of the year by the 
southward current from Fram Strait forming a large local gyre (latent heat polynya).

• Ice edges and currents serve as important ecological features for many species.

• Coastlines and fjords north and south of the polynya are important for seabirds and marine mammals, including 
blacklegged kittiwake (Rissa tridactyla) and northern fulmar; ivory gulls; Ross’s gull (Rhodostethia rosea; in low 
numbers), Sabine’s gull (Xema sabini) and Arctic tern (Sterna paradisaea); and bowhead whales, Narwhals, walrus, 
and polar bear.

7. Scoresby Sund Fjord and Adjacent Fjord Areas on Blosseville Coast

• Adjacent fjords and coastlines, important for Narwhal of the Northeast Atlantic stock(s), serve as summering areas in 
Scoresby Sund and farther south along the Blosseville Coast. 

• Narwhal are numerous at the ice edge at the mouth of Scoresby Sund in spring until the fjord opens.

• Polar bear frequent the polynya at the entrance to Scoresby Sund and the Blosseville Coast and inner parts of the 
Scoresby Sund fjord complex for denning.

• Largest concentrations of breeding colonial seabirds in East Greenland are found on the coasts of the Scoresby Sund 
polynya, where an estimated 3.5 million little auks breed in numerous colonies, several thousand thick-billed murres 
breed in two colonies, and a few thousand black-legged kittiwakes also breed in the area.

• Blosseville Coast is an important molting and staging area for common and king eiders.

8. Sirius Water/Young Sund Polynya

• Relatively small polynya is important as staging area for spring migrating waterbirds and important for breeding 
seabirds, such as Arctic tern, Sabine’s gull, kittiwake and common eider.

• Coastal waters and banks are important feeding grounds for walrus, with the East Greenland stock (about 1500 
animals) using several haul-outs along the coast during the summer season.

• Serves as a denning area for polar bears. 

• Critically Endangered Bowhead whales from the Spitsbergen population frequent this area.

9. Sea Ice in the Western Greenland Sea

• Drift ice zone northwest and west of Jan Mayen supports early spring foraging conditions for migrant seabirds and 
mammals.

• Supports about 600,000 to 700,000 adult harp seal (and about 100,000 pups) and 70,000 adult hooded seal (and 
about 15,000 pups) that are ice dependent.

• Important late summer and autumn migration corridor for large numbers of seabirds en route to winter areas in Davis 
Strait and the northern Labrador Sea, including thick-billed murres (more than 1.5 million adults and several hundred 
thousand flightless chicks), little auks (more than one million) and the major part of the global population of ivory gulls.

• The entire drift ice zone supports polar bear densities that vary over time and are regulated by fluctuations in the 
distribution and density of ice and prey.
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10. Southeastern Greenland and Denmark Strait

• Central parts of Denmark Strait (Dohrn Bank etc.) supports important habitat for the Critically Endangered North 
Atlantic right whale.

• Iceland-East Greenland-Jan Mayen capelin stock undertakes extensive feeding migrations into the Denmark Strait 
during summer.

• Important area for Greenland halibut (Reinhardtius hippoglossoides) and Atlantic cod fisheries.

• Summering narwhal occur in some of the fjords in large numbers, particularly Kangerlussuaq. 

• Sperm whale (Physeter microcephalus) and northern bottlenose whale (Hyperoodon ampullatus) occur in the eastern 
part of the area, and blue, fin and sei whales also frequent the area.

• Summer pack ice along the entire southeastern Greenland coast is an important molting area for hooded seal and 
areas around Kangerlussuaq are important polar bear maternity dens.

• Blosseville Coast is an important area for foraging, molting, breeding, and staging for migratory birds, including 
northeastern Greenland and Svalbard breeding populations and large numbers of common eider.

• Little auks breeding in Scoresby Sund and Svalbard (millions) and thick-billed murres from Svalbard, Jan Mayen and 
Iceland use the Irminger current through this area during their migration to wintering grounds in West Greenland and 
eastern Canada.

• Black-legged kittiwakes in the North East Atlantic occur in the eastern part of this area between Iceland and Greenland.
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Faroe Plateau Large Marine Ecosystem

 

Figure 9: Faroe Plateaux Large Marine Ecosystem with Faroe Islands (11) AMSA IIC site.
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11. Faroe Islands

• Faroe Islands are home to about 1.7 million breeding pairs of seabirds with northern fulmar, Atlantic puffin (Fratercula 
arctica), European storm-petrel (Hydrobates pelagicus), black-legged kittiwakeand, and common murre as the most 
numerous species.

• All 18 major breeding bird colonies are of international importance.

• Common eider breeds at the Faroe Islands with a separate, year round resident and endemic subspecies (S. m. 
faeroeensis).

• Holds large numbers of seabirds outside the breeding season, including wintering birds from breeding colonies  
farther north.
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Norwegian Sea Large Marine Ecosystem

 

Figure 10: Norwegian Large Marine Ecosystem with AMSA IIC sites: Norwegian Coast and Shelf –  
Møre-Helgeland (12), Lofoten area (13), and Jan Mayen (14).
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12. Norwegian Coast and Shelf – Møre-Helgeland

• Main spawning grounds for the large Norwegian spring spawning herring stock are on coastal banks off the county of 
Møre adjacent to the southeastern Norwegian Sea.

• The island of Runde and the coasts of Trøndelag and Helgeland support large, important seabird colonies, including 
Atlantic puffin, gulls, cormorants and others.

• Harbor (Phoca vitulina) and gray (Halichoerus grypus) seals occur along the coast with larger colonies at the Froan 
archipelago in Trøndelag and at the coast of Helgeland further north. 

• Large cold water reefs or reef complexes supporting Lophelia sp. on the shelf along the eastern Norwegian Sea.

13. Lofoten Area

• Main spawning area for the large stock of Atlantic cod in the Barents Sea that occurs on the inner side of the Lofoten 
archipelago in Vestfjorden and on the shelf outside in Vesteraalen.

• Greenland halibut of the Barents Sea stock use the area as spawning habitat.

• Outermost part of the Lofoten archipelago supports large colonies seabirds at the island of Røst.

• The largest known cold water Lophelia reef occurs at the shelf edge west of Røst.

• The northern shelf off  Andøya supports important feeding area for whales, notably sperm whales that dive to feed on 
deep-water squid and fish.

14. Jan Mayen

• The most remote Island in the Arctic in terms of distance to other land.

• Support important seabird breeding habitats.
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Barents Sea Large Marine Ecosystem

Figure 11: Barents Sea Large Marine Ecosystem with AMSA IIC sites: Pechora Sea (15), Norwegian and 
Murman Coasts (16), Entrance and Northern White Sea (17), White Sea (Kandalaksha, Onega and Dvina Bays) 
(18), Bear Island (19), Svalbard Archipelago (20), Franz Josef Land (21), Western and Central Barents Sea (22), 
Northern Barents Sea – Marginal Ice Zone (23), and Western Novaya Zemlya (24).
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15. Pechora Sea

• Supports main polar cod stock that has its spawning area in the Pechora Sea, where the fish aggregate to spawn 
under the ice in winter (mainly in January–February).

• Shallow waters from Cheskaya Bay east of the Kanin Peninsula and along the southern shore of the Pechora Sea 
have fast ice in winter and are an important breeding area for ringed seals from the eastern Barents Sea as well as 
from the western Kara Sea.

• Serves as main wintering areas for walrus of the ‘Kara Sea-southern Barents Sea-Novaya Zemlya’ stock and beluga 
of the large Karskaya stock.

• Vaigach and Dolgy islands and adjacent small islands are important haul-outs for walrus.

• Coastal lowlands and intertidal zone along the southern shore of the Pechora Sea contain important molting and 
staging areas for geese (dark-bellied brent goose, Branta bernicla bernicla, barnacle goose, Branta leucopsis, and 
others), seaducks, including king eider, scoters (Melanitta spp.) and thick-billed murre.

• Important feeding area for several species of coregonid whitefish, and the coastal waters, including Pechora Bay,  
are important for large migratory populations of wild Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar).

16. Norwegian and Murman Coasts

• Barents Sea capelin population has its spawning grounds on coastal banks along the coast of northern Norway 
(Troms and Finnmark counties) and the Murman coast.

• Hold large breeding colonies of seabirds including Atlantic puffins, razorbills, common and thick-billed murres, black-
legged kittiwakes, great cormorants (Phalacrocorax carbo), European shags (P. aristotelis), and common eiders.

• Important wintering areas for some seabirds and seaducks, notably common and king eiders, long-tailed duck, and 
also the western population of the ‘Vulnerable’ Steller’s eider (Polysticta stelleri).

17. Entrance and Northern White Sea

• Important pack ice habitat used for whelping and molting areas by harp seal in late winter (February–April) when the 
entire adult population of the large Barents Sea/White Sea stock aggregate.

• White Sea beluga population has its wintering area in the Voronka and Gorlo (‘Funnel’ and ‘Throat’) area at the 
entrance to the White Sea, and they migrate to Dvina and Onega Bays to feed during summer.

• Inshore waters of the Tersky coast (along the eastern Kola Peninsula) are a molting and wintering area for seaducks 
including all three species of eider (common, king and Steller’s).

18. White Sea (Kandalaksha, Onega and Dvina Bays)

• Herring of the White Sea stock (Pacific herring) has its main spawning area in the northern part of Onega Bay.

• Beluga in the White Sea may belong to three or more stocks with distinct summer feeding areas in Dvina and Onega 
bays, and they may also winter in leads and polynyas in northern Onega Bay.

• Important breeding colonies of common eider, herring and lesser black- backed gull (Larus fuscus), Arctic tern and 
other species in Kandalaksha and Onega bays.

• Onega and Dvina bays provide important staging habitat for ducks, geese and swans using the White Sea-Baltic 
branch of the East-Atlantic Flyway during spring and autumn migrations, and Onega Bay is an important molting and 
wintering area for common eider.
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19. Bear Island

• Bear Island (Bjørnøya), which is the southernmost island of Svalbard, is an important area for seabirds with large 
mixed breeding colonies of thick-billed and common murres and black- legged kittiwake.

• Razorbill, little auk, northern fulmar and glaucous gull (Larus hyperboreus) also breed on this island. 

• Barnacle geese and light-bellied brent geese (Branta bernicla hrota) stage on Bear Island before they continue their 
southward migration in the autumn.

20. Svalbard Archipelago

• Important polar cod (Boreogadus saida) spawning area that is not well known but likely located east of Svalbard in the 
area between Nordaustlandet, Kong Karls Land and Edgeøya.

• The Whalers Bay Polynya north of Svalbard is a potential wintering area for narwhal and bowhead whale of the 
Critically Endangered Spitsbergen stock.

• Walrus winter in leads and polynyas along northern and eastern Svalbard that also contain important haul-outs and 
summer feeding areas.

• Beluga winter in the Svalbard area, bowhead whales of the Spitsbergen stock use waters off northwestern 
Spitsbergen as major early season feeding area, and Endangered blue whale use the area as a summer feeding 
ground.

• Harbor seal occurs with a resident population in western Svalbard, mainly on Prins Karls Forland, which is the 
northernmost occurrence of harbor seal.

• Largest area of fast ice is in eastern Svalbard between Nordautslandet, Kong Karls Land and the Barents Island, 
which ringed seal may use for breeding and is an important spawning area for the Svalbard polar cod stock.

• The largest breeding aggregations of seabirds are found in the northwestern and southwestern and southeastern 
parts of the archipelago.

• Eastern part of Svalbard, including Kong Karls Land, is an important denning area for polar bear.

• Important seabird breeding aggregations occur along western and southern Edgeøya, at Hopen, in the 
Hinlopenstredet and north of Nordaustlandet, with major species including dovekie (Alle alle), thick-billed murre, 
northern fulmar, Atlantic puffin and black-legged kittiwake.

• Seaducks and geese molt at several locations along the coasts of Svalbard mainly on the western and southern sides. 

• Important molting areas for common eider are found at the outer part of the west coast, at Prins Karls Forland and 
south of the Isfjord. 

• King eider males aggregate and migrate after breeding to molting areas along the southwest coast between 
Hornsund and Sørkapp.

21. Franz Josef Land

• Southwest side polynyas are important wintering habitat for walrus of the Svalbard- Franz Josef Land stock and 
bowhead whale of the Critically Endangered Spitsbergen stock.

• Narwhal are commonly seen at Franz Josef Land during the summer season and may winter in the area.

• Important feeding area for walrus, particularly for females and young animals, and many haul-outs on land used in late 
summer and autumn, with Victoria Island to the west of Franz Josef Land as another major haul-out for Atlantic walrus.

• Many important seabird colonies on this archipelago, with dovekie (ssp. polaris), thick-billed murre and black-legged 
kittiwake as the major species, and polynyas are used as spring staging areas for seabirds prior to breeding.

• Important breeding colonies of the rare ivory gull occur on the islands, the largest in the Barents Sea.
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22. Western and Central Barents Sea

• Wintering location for the Barents Sea capelin stock which provides an important food resource for harp seals and 
other consumers in the ecosystem.

• Polar bears occur concentrated in the marginal ice zone during spring and early summer when they migrate east and 
north with the receding ice.

• Polar front and ice edge zone is an important feeding area in summer for seabirds that breed at Bear Island and 
southern Svalbard as well as for non- breeding birds. 

• Important wintering area for seabirds, particularly thick- billed murre that feed on wintering capelin. 

• Within swimming migration route of thick-billed murre (males and juveniles) on their way from northern breeding 
colonies toward wintering areas.

23. Northern Barents Sea – Marginal Ice Zone

• Sea ice in the marginal ice zone in the northern and northeastern Barents Sea is a feeding area for polar bears in late 
summer and autumn. 

• Marginal ice zone is also used by seals and seabirds.

24. Western Novaya Zemlya

• System of shore leads and drift ice up along the west coast of Novaya Zemlya is supposed  to constitute a spring 
migration route for beluga of the Karskaya stock and possibly also for walrus. 

• Western Novaya Zemlya holds many fairly large seabird colonies with thick-billed murre and black-legged kittiwake as 
the major species. 

• Thick-billed murres perform a swimming migration south along Novaya Zemlya toward the Pechora Sea region. 
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Kara Sea Large Marine Ecosystem

Figure 12: Kara Sea Large Marine Ecosystem with AMSA IIC sites: Baydaratskaya Inlet – Western Yamal (25), 
Northeastern Novaya Zemlya (26), Western Severnaya Zemlya (27), Northern Kara Sea – Marginal Ice Zone 
(28), Northeastern Kara Sea Islands (29), Ob, Yenisey and Pyasina Estuaries (30), and Vilkitskij Strait (31).
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25. Baydaratskaya Inlet – Western Yamal

• Important fish spawning area: codfish navaga (Eleginus navaga) spawn under the ice during winter; polar cod 
(Boreogadus saida) spawn in the fast ice zone in the southwestern Kara Sea; and herring (of the Pechora herring 
type) spawn on shallow sandy bottoms during early summer on the coastal waters of the southwestern Kara Sea.

• The fast ice zone is breeding habitat for ringed seal. 

• Leads and polynyas in the southwestern Kara Sea form a migration area for walrus (‘Kara Sea-southern Barents Sea-
Novaya Zemlya’ stock) and beluga (Karskaya population) on their way from wintering areas in the Pechora Sea region 
to summer feeding areas in the Kara Sea. 

• Walrus has important feeding areas in the shallow productive waters up along western Yamal with rich benthos 
communities. 

• The leads and polynyas in this area also form spring migration and staging habitat for seaducks, notably king eider 
and longtailed duck. 

• In late summer and autumn the productive shallows west of Yamal constitute an important staging area for seaducks 
on their way from breeding areas in western Siberia to wintering areas further west and south.

26. Northeastern Novaya Zemlya

• Seabirds breed in colonies along the northern tip of Novaya Zemlya, with black-legged kittiwake, and to a lesser 
degree, thick-billed murres breeding in this area. 

• Polynyas off northern Novaya Zemlya are important spring staging areas for seabirds prior to breeding.

27. Western Severnaya Zemlya

• Occurrence of important colonies of seabirds, notably of blacklegged kittiwake.

• Largest global colonies of Near Threatened ivory gull breed in this area and are the most prominent feature of  
the regional biodiversity; ivory gull are dependent in spring and early summer on the western Severnaya Zemlya  
flaw polynya. 

• Northernmost portion off northern Severnaya Zemlya is used as a spring staging area and early season feeding area 
for seabirds, including dovekie, black-legged kittiwake and black guillemot (Cepphus grylle) breeding in large colonies 
in eastern Severnaya Zemlya.

• Fast ice edge and polynya west of Severnaya Zemlya are also a feeding area for polar bears in spring and summer.

28. Northern Kara Sea– Marginal Ice Zone

• Ice edge zone is a feeding area for seabirds including ivory gull, black-legged kittiwake, black guillemot, skuas and gulls.

• Near Threatened ivory gull aggregates to breed on islands in this area. 

• Drift ice in the northern Kara Sea is a migration area for beluga of the Karskaya population in spring and early 
summer when they move north and east toward the Laptev Sea. 

• The ice edge zone is a summer and autumn feeding area for polar bears.

29. Northeastern Kara Sea Islands

• Vize and Uedinenia islands located in the northern Kara Sea between Franz Joseph Land and Severnaya Zemlya hold 
colonies of the Near Threatened ivory gull. 

• Recently established Atlantic walrus rookeries occur on these islands.
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30. Ob, Yenisey and Pyasina Estuaries

• Major estuary that is nearly 1000 km long from the Ob Delta to the opening to the south central Kara Sea in the north. 

• Ob Delta and Yenisey Gulf have summer aggregations of beluga that are considered separate stocks.

• Important molting and autumn staging area for dabbling and diving ducks, geese and waders.

• Provide molting and feeding areas for ducks, geese and swans, including long-tailed duck, scoters, dark-bellied brent 
goose and Bewick’s swan (Cygnus bewickii).

• Large stocks of different coregonid whitefishes as well as the Threatened Ob stock of Siberian sturgeon have feeding 
and nursery areas in the Ob and Yenisey estuaries.

• Pyasina Estuary has a well-developed delta that is an important molting and feeding area for ducks and geese, 
including dark-bellied brent goose.

31. Vilkitskij Strait

• Near Threatened ivory gull breeds on islands in this area. 

• The Vilkitskij Strait is also used as a migration corridor for beluga on their return migration from the Laptev Sea in autumn.
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Laptev Sea Large Marine Ecosystem

Figure 13: Laptev Sea Large Marine Ecosystem with AMSA IIC sites: Northwestern Laptev (32), Northeast 
Taymir and Preobrazheniya Island (33), Great Siberian Polynya System (34), New Siberian Islands (35), and 
Khatanga, Anabar, Lena, Yana Deltas and Estuaries (36).
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32. Northwestern Laptev

• Beluga, presumably of the Karskaya population, occur regularly in fairly high abundance in the western Laptev Sea 
during summer, and migrate into the Laptev Sea mainly north of Severnaya Zemlya in spring; beluga use this area for 
summer feeding.

• Dovekie (ssp. polaris), ivory gull and black guillemot breed in colonies on Severnaya Zemlya and polynyas, and use areas 
in the northwestern Laptev Sea along the ice edge and shelf break as foraging habitat in late summer and autumn.

33. Northeast Taymir and Preobrazheniya Island

• Seabird breeding colonies primarily of black-legged kittiwake are located at the northeastern Taymir Peninsula and at 
Preobrazheniya Island in outer Khatanga Bay at the base of the Taymir Peninsula where thick-billed murre also breed. 

• Important haul-outs occur on land for walrus of the Laptev population along the eastern Taymir coast and on small 
islands, and adjacent areas provide important summer feeding grounds for Laptev walrus.

34. Great Siberian Polynya System

• Major lead polynya system forms off the fast ice edge north and west of the New Siberian Islands.

• Polynya overlying relatively productive shallows constitutes important year-round habitat for the Laptev population of 
walrus that use it for summer feeding.

• Polynya is a major spring staging, feeding and migration area for seabirds and waterfowl, including thick-billed murre, 
blacklegged kittiwake, long-tailed duck, and king eider.

35. New Siberian Islands

• Important area for seabird breeding colonies on the westernmost Stolbovoy and Belkovsky islands with thick-billed 
murre, blacklegged kittiwake and black guillemot as the dominant species.

• Shallow waters around the New Siberian Islands are important feeding and molting areas for various waterbirds 
including king and Pacific eiders, long-tailed duck, and red phalarope (Phalaropus fulicarius). 

• Walrus haul-outs occur on the northwestern side of the archipelago with important adjacent summer feeding areas.

36. Khatanga, Anabar, Lena, Yana Deltas and Estuaries

• Large Lena Delta along with the Yana Delta farther east and the Khatanga and Anabar deltas to the west constitute 
extensive and important habitats for feeding, molting and staging of waterfowl and waders.

• Key species using the deltas include king, spectacled and Steller’s eiders, longtailed duck, black scoter (Melanitta 
nigra), dark-bellied and black brant (Branta bernicla nigricans) geese, tundra swan (Cygnus columbianus), divers, red 
phalarope and many other shorebirds.

• Estuaries form nursery and feeding areas for several species of coregonid whitefishes as well as the Lena stock of 
Siberian sturgeon (Acipenser baerii). 

• Polar cod (Boreogadus saida) is the most important marine fish species in the Laptev Sea, which feed in the open 
parts of the sea and winter and spawn in the coastal zone; Anabar Bay is possibly a main spawning area.
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East Siberian Sea Large Marine Ecosystem

Figure 14: East Siberian Sea Large Marine Ecosystem with AMSA IIC sites: New Siberian Islands (37),  
De Long Islands (38), Ice Zone on the Northern Shelf (39), Indigirka and Kolyma Deltas and Estuaries (40),  
and Chaun Bay (41).
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37. New Siberian Islands

• Shallow waters around the New Siberian Islands are an important feeding and molting area for various waterbirds 
including king and Pacific eiders, long-tailed duck and red phalarope.

38. De Long Islands

• Relatively small and remote group of islands is an important area for seabird colonies, with black-legged kittiwake, 
black guillemot and thick-billed murre as the major species.

39. Ice Zone on the Northern Shelf

• Pack ice and ice edge zone over the central and northern East Siberian shelf is a feeding area for ringed seal and 
Pacific walrus in late summer and autumn.

• Important area for feeding in the post-breeding period by seabirds including ivory and Ross’s gulls, thick-billed murre, 
black-legged kittiwake and skua species.

• Beluga of the large Beaufort Sea stock, and possibly also the eastern Chukchi stock, use the northeastern part of the 
East Siberian Sea for feeding in late summer and autumn before they return south toward the wintering areas in the 
northern Bering Sea.

40. Indigirka and Kolyma Deltas and Estuaries

• Deltas and estuaries of these relatively large Siberian rivers are important feeding, molting and staging areas for 
waterfowl, such as king, spectacled and Steller’s eiders, black brants and tundra swans, and feeding and staging 
area for many shorebirds, including red and red-necked (Phalaropus lobatus) phalaropes, short-billed dowitcher 
(Limnodromus griseus) and others.

• Estuaries are also important nursery and feeding areas for amphidromous and anadromous whitefishes and Siberian 
sturgeon.

41. Chaun Bay

• Long-tailed ducks have breeding grounds located mostly within southern tundra on the mainland with the highest 
density found in Kolyma delta and in the Chaun Lowland. 

• Chaun Bay and adjacent areas along the Chukotka coast contain feeding, molting and staging areas for waterfowl 
and shorebirds. 

• Seabird colonies dominated by thick-billed murre, black- legged kittiwake, and black guillemot. 
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Bering Sea (East and West) Large Marine Ecosystems

Figure 15: Bering Sea (West and East) Large Marine Ecosystems with AMSA IIC sites: Aleutian Islands (42), 
Komandorsky Islands (43), Continental Southeastern Shelf and Shelf Break (44), Continental Northeastern 
Shelf and Shelf Break (45), Bristol Bay and the Southeastern Bering Shelf/Northern Alaska Peninsula (46), 
East Coast (Yukon and Kuskokwim Deltas to Norton Sound), including Nunivak Island Norton Sound (47), St 
Lawrence Island Area, including St Lawrence Polynya (South) (48), Bering Strait (St Lawrence Island north to 
the Diomede Islands) (49), Gulf of Anadyr Northern Bering Sea – Anadyr Gulf (50), and Northeastern Coast of 
Kamchatka and Offshore Areas (51). 
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42. Aleutian Islands

• Areas off Bogoslof Island and the slope region off Bristol Bay north to beyond the Pribilof Islands are the main 
spawning areas of the large walleye pollock stock that is a key component in the eastern Bering Sea ecosystem.

• Bogoslof Island is one of two northern fur seal rookeries.

• Steller sea lions (Eumetopias jubatus) breed on a number of rookeries throughout the Aleutian Islands, on the Alaska 
Peninsula, and along the coast of Kamchatka.

• Very important area for breeding bird colonies, including large numbers of fork-tailed (Oceanodroma furcata) and 
Leach’s (O. leucorhoa) storm-petrels, least and crested (Aethia cristatella) auklets, tufted puffin (Fratercula cirrhata) 
and northern fulmar. 

• Part of the breeding area of IUCN ‘Endangered’ and ‘Critically Endangered’ marbled (Brachyramphus marmoratus) 
and Kittlitz’s (B. brevirostris) murrelets.

• Rhinoceros auklet (Cerorhinca monocerata) breeds presently only at Buldir Island in the western Aleutian Islands but 
was formerly much more abundant in the southern Bering Sea.

• Important breeding area for shorebirds, notably rock sandpiper (ssp. couesi) and black oystercatcher (Haematopus 
bachmani).

• Important wintering habitat for many seabirds and waterfowl that breed further north in the Pacific sector of the Arctic, 
including king and Steller’s eiders, emperor goose, greater scaup (Aythya marila) and common teal (Anas crecca). 

• Emperor goose is a Beringean endemic species that winters in large numbers.

43. Komandorsky Islands

• Northern fur seals breed on the Komandorsky Islands and colonies are occupied from spring to late autumn, and the 
females feed in a wide zone around the islands while nursing.

• Important for large breeding colonies of seabirds, including red-legged kittiwake (Rissa brevirostris; assessed as 
‘Vulnerable’ by the IUCN) and ancient murrelet (Synthliboramphus antiquus, spp. microrhynchos) that are restricted to 
these islands.

• Rock sandpiper (Calidris ptilocnemis, ssp. quarta known as Commander sandpiper) breeds on the Komandorsky 
Islands and also in southern Kamchatka and on the Kurile Islands.

44. Continental Southeastern Shelf and Shelf Break

• Main spawning area of the large walleye pollock stock that is a key component in the eastern Bering Sea ecosystem.

• Pacific herring of the large migratory eastern Bering Sea stock has (or used to have) its main wintering area on the 
outer shelf in the layer of warmer water that extends as a bottom layer under the colder water of the mid-shelf.

• Major wintering area for capelin in the eastern Bering Sea is in the mid-shelf domain around the 100 m isobath in the 
‘cold pool’ region in the area between the Pribilof and St Matthew islands. 

• About half of the Bering Sea breeding fur seal population occurs in large colonies on the Pribilof Islands on the outer 
shelf in the southeastern Bering Sea.

• Approximately 80% of the total global population of red-legged kittiwakes breeds on the Pribilof Islands. 

• Large numbers of breeding least auklet and thick-billed murre colonies occur in the Pribilof Islands, which are also an 
important breeding and staging areas in spring and autumn for shorebirds, notably rock sandpiper (C. p. ptilocnemis).

• Ribbon seal and spotted seal are two ice-associated species that whelp on the southern extent of sea ice in late 
winter in the northern Bering Sea.
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• Bowhead whales of the Bering–Chukchi–Beaufort stock and beluga of several stocks, including the large migratory 
Beaufort stock, winter in polynyas and pack ice of the northern Bering Sea, probably extending south onto the 
southeastern shelf.

• Species of seabirds that forage in the shelf edge area of the eastern Bering Sea include large numbers of fork-tailed 
storm-petrels and red-legged kittiwakes, and short-tailed albatross (Phoebastria albatrus), which is assessed as 
‘Vulnerable’ by the IUCN.

45. Continental Northeastern Shelf and Shelf Break

• Ice edge in the northern and central shelf regions of the Bering Sea constitute winter  habitat for some Arctic 
seabirds, notably ivory and Ross’s gulls and black guillemot that migrate south from breeding and summering areas in 
the Chukchi Sea and adjacent areas.

• Ribbon seal has its main whelping area in the central and western Bering Sea from south of St Matthew Island and 
westward along the shelf to around Cape Olyutorski.

• Spotted seal has its whelping area overlapping with that of ribbon seal but with centers of abundance further south, in 
northwestern Bristol Bay near the Pribilof Islands, and in the Karaginsky Bay on the western shelf.

• Large population of Pacific walrus has its wintering area in polynyas and drifting pack ice over the shelves of the 
northern Bering Sea.

• Bowhead whales of the Bering–Chukchi–Beaufort stock and beluga of several stocks including the large migratory 
Beaufort stock, winter in polynyas and pack ice of the northern Bering Sea.

• Waters on the slope region of the eastern Bering Sea are a main spawning area of the large walleye pollock stock 
which is a key component in the eastern Bering Sea ecosystem.

• St Matthew and Hall islands hold large breeding colonies of seabirds with least auklet and thick-billed murre as 
particularly abundant species, and are also breeding and staging areas in spring and autumn for shorebirds, notably 
rock sandpiper (C. p. ptilocnemis) and red phalarope. 

• Most of the global population of McCay’s bunting (Plectrophenax hyperboreus) breeds on St Matthew and Hall 
islands.

46. Bristol Bay and the Southeastern Bering Shelf/Northern Alaska Peninsula

• Northern and inner parts of Bristol Bay in the southeastern Bering Sea contain important molting areas for several 
seaducks including Steller’s eider and black and white-winged (Melanitta fusca) scoters.

• Major Pacific walrus summering area is in northern Bristol Bay where concentrations of males occur on haul-outs on 
islands within the Walrus Islands State Game Sanctuary; Hagemeister Island outside the sanctuary is a haul-out of 
emerging importance for male walrus during the non-breeding season.

• Bristol Bay is an important area for beluga, which summer in the bay and are an important subsistence food.

• Rivers in the inner Bristol Bay area are important spawning habitat for Pacific salmon (Oncorhynchus spp.), in 
particular perhaps the largest sockeye (O. nerka) run in the world as well as pink salmon (O. gorbuscha).

• Togiak Bay is the main spawning area for Pacific herring in the eastern Bering Sea and also an important spawning 
area for capelin.

• Izembek, Nelson and several other lagoons and estuaries serve as very important molting and staging areas for 
waterfowl and summer feeding and autumn staging areas for shorebirds, including Steller’s eider, black scoter, 
northern pintail (Anas acuta), cackling goose (Branta hutchinsii, ssp. minima and taverneri), black brant and emperor 
goose.

• Nearshore areas along Unimak Island and the western Alaska Peninsula are core habitat for sea otter (E. l. kenyoni), a 
critical keystone species, in southwestern Alaska.

• Waters north of Unalaska Island have has designated as ‘critical habitat’ for North Pacific right whales.
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• Outer Bristol Bay area on the southeastern shelf is an important feeding area for seabirds during summer, particularly 
for large numbers of shorttailed shearwaters (Puffinus tenuirostris) that are austral winter visitors from the southern 
hemisphere.

• Large population of Pacific walrus has its wintering area in polynyas and drifting pack ice over the shelves of the 
northeastern Bering Sea.

47. East Coast (Yukon and Kuskokwim Deltas to Norton Sound), including Nunivak Island  
Norton Sound

• Norton Sound located south of the Bering Strait and Seward Peninsula contains spawning ground for saffron cod 
(Eleginus gracilis), Pacific herring and capelin.

• Much of the eastern two-thirds of Norton Sound have been designated as critical habitat for spectacled eider under 
the U.S. Endangered Species Act, which undergo a flightless molt.

• Coastal areas along northern and eastern Norton Sound (including Norton Bay, Safety Sound, Stebbins-St. Michael 
and Golovin Lagoon) provide summer feeding and autumn staging areas for shorebirds, including dunlin, western 
and semipalmated (Calidris pusilla) sandpipers, red-necked phalarope, and long-billed dowitcher (Limnodromus 
scolopaceus).

• Nunivak Island on the inner shelf of the eastern Bering Sea and Cape Newenham in northern Bristol Bay are the 
locations of large seabird colonies, particularly for common murre.

• Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta contains a very large intertidal area (about 10,000 km2 including areas inundated during 
storm tides) that is of regional and hemispherical significance for migratory birds.

• Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta is a very important breeding and molting area for waterfowl including spectacled eider, 
black, white-winged and surf scoters, northern pintail, cackling goose (B. h. minima and B. h. taverneri), brent goose 
(subspecies black brant), emperor goose and snow goose (Chen caerulescens). 

• Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta is also important as a post-breeding and staging area during spring and particularly autumn 
for a number of shorebirds including dunlin, bar-tailed godwit, bristle-thighed curlew (Numenius tahitiensis), western, 
rock and sharp-tailed (Calidris acuminata) sandpiper, red knot and black turnstone (Arenaria melanocephala). 

• Kuskokwim Shoals, off the mouth of the Kuskokwim delta, is designated as critical habitat for Steller’s eider under the 
U.S. Endangered Species Act.

48. St Lawrence Island Area, including St Lawrence Polynya (South)

• Large population of Pacific walrus winters in polynyas and drifting pack ice over the shelves of the northern Bering 
Sea, with core areas in the northern Bering Sea including the St Lawrence and Sireniki polynyas.

• Bowhead whales of the ‘Bering-Chukchi-Beaufort stock’ and beluga of several stocks, including the large migratory 
‘Beaufort stock’, winter in polynyas and pack ice of the northern Bering Sea, including St Lawrence and Sireniki 
polynyas.

• St Lawrence Island Polynya south of St Lawrence Island is a prominent and very important wintering habitat for 
waterfowl, where the total world population of spectacled eiders resides for about six months during the winter season 
each year; the area is designated as spectacled eider critical habitat under the U.S. Endangered Species Act; king 
eider and long-tailed ducks also use this area.

• Northern Bering Sea leads and polynyas are used for resting and feeding by seabirds and waterfowl during spring 
migration, particularly large numbers of thick-billed and common murres and least and crested auklets.

• St Lawrence Island holds large breeding colonies of seabirds with least auklet and thick-billed murre as particularly 
abundant species, and is also a breeding and staging area in spring and autumn for shorebirds, notably rock sandpiper 
(C. p. ptilocnemis) and red phalarope.
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49. Bering Strait (St Lawrence Island north to the Diomede Islands)

• Gray whale (Eschrichtius robustus) uses the Chirikov Basin in the northern Bering Sea as one of its main feeding 
areas in summer.

• Large population of Pacific walrus has its wintering area in polynyas and drifting pack ice over the shelves of the 
northern Bering Sea, with the northern Bering Sea, including the St Lawrence and Sireniki polynyas, comprising one 
core area.

• Pacific walrus is still numerous but may be declining as a result of climate change.

• Bowhead whales of the ‘Bering-Chukchi-Beaufort stock’ and beluga of several stocks including the large migratory 
‘Beaufort stock’, winter in polynyas and pack ice of the northern Bering Sea, which includes the St Lawrence and 
Sireniki polynyas.

• Western Chirikov Basin and the adjacent coast of the eastern Chukchi Peninsula are important habitats for Pacific 
walrus, particularly haul-outs.

• Major breeding colonies of seabirds occur on islands in the Bering Strait region (Big and Little Diomede and 
King islands), with Small auklets (least, crested and parakeet Aethia psittacula) that feed on the rich zooplankton 
transported north with the highly productive Anadyr-Bering shelf waters; ‘Critically Endangered’ Kittlitz’s murrelet feed 
in this area during and after breeding (it breeds inland in adjacent mountainous areas).

50. Gulf of Anadyr Northern Bering Sea – Anadyr Gulf

• Large population of Pacific walrus has its wintering area in polynyas and drifting pack ice over the shelves of the 
northern Bering Sea.

• Northern Gulf of Anadyr is a major summering area with haul-outs for male Pacific walrus along the southern coast of 
the Chukchi Peninsula.

• Bowhead whales of the ‘Bering-Chukchi-Beaufort stock’ and beluga of several stocks, including the large migratory 
‘Beaufort stock’, winter in polynyas and pack ice of the northern Bering Sea, including the St Lawrence and Sireniki 
polynyas.

51. Northeastern Coast of Kamchatka and Offshore Areas

• Beaches and subtidal sediments in the inner parts of are spawning areas for Pacific herring and capelin of western 
Bering Sea stocks; they are eaten, as eggs on the spawning grounds by diving eiders and other species, as larvae and 
juveniles by murres and other seabirds, and as adults by seals, fish and other predators.

• The main wintering area for the stock of Pacific herring in the western Bering Sea is as a concentrated band along on 
the outer shelf off Olyutorskiy and northern Karaginsky at a depth of 100-150 m.
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Chukchi Sea Large Marine Ecosystem

Figure 16: Chukchi Sea Large Marine Ecosystem with AMSA IIC sites: Chukchi Plateau (52), Northeast Coastal 
Area (Alaska) (53), Southeastern Chukchi Sea (Chukchi Bight, Kotzebue Sound Area) (54), Northern Chukchi 
Peninsula Waters off Northern Chukotka (55), South-Central Chukchi Sea (including Bering Strait region) (56), 
Wrangel/Herald Islands Area (57), and Chukchi Shelf (northern and central parts) (58). 
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52. Chukchi Plateau

• Arctic cod (Arctogadus glacialis) is possibly an important species in the northern Chukchi Sea LME in the slope and 
deep water beyond the shelf, potentially migrating to spawn over the Chukchi Rise.

53. Northeast Coastal Area (Alaska)

• Capelin spawn in summer along the sandy seaward beaches of barrier islands in the area of Point Lay and also near 
Point Barrow. 

• Estuaries and lagoons along the Chukchi coast, including those in the Kotzebue Sound area, serve as nursery areas 
for juvenile whitefish and as migration corridors for juvenile and adult whitefish (humpback Coregonus pidschian and 
broad C. nasus whitefish, least C. sardinella and Bering C. laurettae ciscoes). 

• Beluga of the Eastern Chukchi Sea stock move into Kasegaluk Lagoon during summer, likely for molting when the 
beluga use the gravel bottoms to rub off the old layer of skin. 

• Kasegaluk Lagoon is important summer feeding and staging area for geese, with black brant and greater white-
fronted goose (Anser albifrons) as the main species, and is also used for breeding and as spring and autumn staging 
area for shorebirds, notably dunlin (C. a. arcticola) and red phalarope.

• Coastal waters off northwestern Alaska are important molt areas for several species of seaduck, including common 
and king eiders and long-tailed duck.

• Ledyard Bay is used by tens of thousands of spectacled eider during their autumn molt, when they are flightless for 
about four weeks and concentrated at favorable feeding areas in relatively shallow and productive waters.

• Ledyard Bay is important to female spectacled eider that breeds on Alaska’s Arctic Coastal Plain and is designated as 
spectacled eider critical habitat under the U.S. Endangered Species Act.

• Peard Bay in northwestern Alaska is a summer feeding and autumn staging area for red phalarope from breeding 
areas in northern Alaska. 

• Seaducks, divers (or loons) and other species use migration corridors along the coasts during the southbound autumn 
migration, including common and king eiders, long-tailed duck, black scoter, and red-throated (Gavia stellata), black-
throated (G. arctica) and white-billed (G. adamsii) divers.

• Lisburne Peninsula holds some of the major seabird colonies in the eastern Chukchi Sea, including thickbilled and 
common murres, horned puffin and black-legged kittiwake; the rich waters around Cape Lisburne are important for 
feeding.

• Northernmost major colonies of common murre and horned puffin (Fratercula corniculata) in the Pacific sector occur 
in this area.

• Point Lay is an important area for Pacific walrus.

• Main benthic feeding grounds for Gray whales occurs in offshore areas in the eastern Chukchi Sea, primarily in areas 
located southwest of Point Hope, along the coast between Icy Cape and Point Barrow, and farther offshore from 
Barrow toward Hannah Shoal. 

• Lead system opens in winter and used as a major migration corridor in spring for the large stocks of bowhead whale 
(about 10,000) and beluga (about 40,000) on their way from wintering areas in the northern Bering Sea to summer 
feeding areas in the eastern Beaufort Sea. 

• Migratory ‘trains’ of whales mate and give birth to young during the spring migration as they move into the Arctic in 
spring. 

• Leads system along Alaska is also a major migration corridor and feeding area for polar bears of the Bering-Chukchi 
subpopulation as they retreat north in spring prior to ice break-up and for Pacific walrus later in the spring as they 
move north from the Bering Strait to feeding grounds in the northeastern Chukchi Sea.

• The system of leads along Alaska is used as an important migratory route and feeding area during the spring 
migration for common and king eiders and red phalarope. 
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54. Southeastern Chukchi Sea (Chukchi Bight, Kotzebue Sound Area)

• Polar cod (Boreogadus saida) is a key species in the Chukchi Sea ecosystem. 

• Kotzebue Sound and estuaries are important for spawning and nursery areas for saffron cod, resident Pacific herring 
that spawn along the north shore of the Seward Peninsula, and juvenile chum (Oncorhynchus keta) and pink salmon, 
whose nursery areas are considered essential fish habitat by the U.S. National Marine Fisheries Service.

• There are four species of coregonid whitefishes that occur with amphidromous populations in the Chukchi Sea area: 
humpback whitefish, broad whitefish, least cisco, and Bering cisco. They spawn in freshwater, and juveniles and 
adults move to estuaries and brackish coastal waters to feed in summer, before retreating back into rivers as winter 
approaches. These areas provide important ecological links between the marine and freshwater environments. 

• The estuaries of the major rivers discharging to the Kotzebue Sound area are probably important wintering habitat for 
herring in the southeastern Chukchi Sea. Herring is an important prey species for many predators in the ecosystem. 

• Beluga of the Eastern Chukchi Sea stock (about 4000 individuals) use areas in Kotzebue Sound as early summer 
feeding areas and possibly as calving grounds. They stay in this area for some weeks in June before they continue 
further north to Kasegaluk Lagoon and beyond.

• Cape Thompson and Cape Lisburne on the Lisburne Peninsula hold large breeding colonies of seabirds. The main 
species that breed here are thick-billed and common murres, horned puffin and black-legged kittiwake. These are the 
major seabird colonies in the eastern Chukchi Sea and the birds feed out from them in the rich waters around Cape 
Lisburne. They are also among the northernmost major colonies of common murre and horned puffin in the Pacific 
sector of the Arctic.

• The Noatak River Delta at the entrance to Kotzebue Sound is an important breeding and spring and autumn staging 
area for shorebirds. Major species are dunlin, western and semipalmated sandpipers and longbilled dowitcher.

• Lopp Lagoon, Shismaref Inlet and Cape Espenberg are lagoons and inlets along the north shore of Seward Peninsula 
just north of the Bering Strait. These sites are used as autumn staging areas for migratory shorebirds, notably western 
sandpiper, semi-palmated sandpiper, dunlin and Pacific golden plover (Pluvialis fulva). 

• Krusenstern Lagoon, located outside the entrance to Kotzebue Sound, is a breeding and autumn staging area for 
shorebirds, including red-necked phalarope, long-billed dowitcher, and western, semipalmated and pectoral (Calidris 
melanotos) sandpipers.

• Gray whales of the large migratory eastern population (about 20,000 to 25,000 animals) have main benthic feeding 
grounds in offshore areas in the eastern Chukchi Sea, including in areas located southwest of Point Hope. There has 
been a trend in recent years that the feeding grounds in the Chukchi Sea have become relatively more important, 
probably related to warming with less summer sea ice in the Chukchi Sea.

• Seaducks and divers (or loons) use migration corridors along the coasts, usually centered around the 20 m isobaths 
where they can dive to feed on bottom-living animals (seaducks) or fish (divers), during the southbound autumn 
migration. Species that use this corridor include common and king eiders, long-tailed duck, black scoter, and red 
throated, black-throated and white-billed divers.

• The predominant northerly winds over the Chukchi Sea in winter open a lead system at the transition between 
the landfast and drifting ice. This lead system is used as a major migration corridor in spring (April-May) for the 
large stocks of bowhead whale (about 10,000) and beluga (about 40,000) on their way from wintering areas in 
the northern Bering Sea to summer feeding areas in the eastern Beaufort Sea. The whales mate and give birth to 
young during the spring migration. These migratory ‘trains’ of whales moving into the Arctic in spring are of very high 
ecological significance.

• The system of leads along Alaska is also a major migration corridor and feeding area for polar bears of the Bering-
Chukchi subpopulation as they retreat north in spring prior to ice breakup. Somewhat later in the season, Pacific 
walrus move north from the Bering Strait through the same area toward their feeding grounds in the northeastern 
Chukchi Sea.
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• The lead system extending north from Bering Strait along western Alaska and persistent polynyas in this area provide 
an important migratory route and feeding areas during spring migration for seabirds, seaducks and phalaropes. This is 
the case for thickbilled and common murres, common (Pacific) and king eiders, long-tailed duck, and red and red-
necked phalaropes.

55. Northern Chukchi Peninsula Waters off Northern Chukotka

• Pacific walrus feed in the waters off Chukotka and use coastal haul-outs during late summer and autumn. With less 
sea ice in recent years, the use of coastal haul-outs in this area has increased. This may be associated with less 
favorable feeding conditions due to unavailability of offshore feeding grounds when there is no ice to use for resting 
between feeding bouts. 

• Leads along the northern coast of Chukotka provide a migration corridor in spring or early summer for bowhead 
whales and beluga. The beluga are considered to be a separate stock (Western Chukchi stock) which is also possibly 
the case for bowhead whale.

• Some gray whales of the large migratory eastern population move northwest from Bering Strait to feeding grounds 
along Chukotka west to Cape Serdtse-Kamen. 

• Kolyuchin Island outside Kolyuchin Bay in northern Chukotka holds seabird breeding colonies, with thick- billed murre 
and horned puffin as important species. 

• Kolyuchin Bay on the northern Chukchi Peninsula is a major staging area for black brant prior to autumn migration for 
birds that breed in northern Chukotka.

• Spooned-billed sandpiper (Eurynorhynchus pygmeus) has a restricted breeding range along the coasts of the 
southwestern Chukchi Sea and northwestern Bering Sea south to northern Kamchatka. It nests on coastal habitats 
with sparsely vegetated sandy ridges near lakes and marshes and also on dry and gravely tundra. Spooned-billed 
sandpiper is listed as ‘Critically Endangered’ and their number is estimated to be less than 1000 individuals and 
declining (IUCN). The breeding area includes coastal habitat along the eastern and northeastern Chukchi Peninsula.

• Molt areas for seaducks (common and king eiders and longtailed duck) are found in relatively shallow and productive 
waters around Wrangel Island and along northern Chukotka. 

• Coastal habitats along Chukotka are summer feeding and autumn migration areas for large numbers of red and red-
necked phalaropes that breed on tundra in northeastern Siberia.

56. South-Central Chukchi Sea (including Bering Strait region)

• The Bering Strait region harbors seabird breeding colonies of least auklet, crested auklet, parakeet auklet, thick-billed 
murre, common murre, and black-legged kittiwake. Dovekie also breed in this region, far from the main breeding areas 
in the Atlantic sector of the Arctic. 

• Large numbers of bowhead whale, beluga and Pacific walrus move through the Bering Strait in spring (late March–
June). Depending on ice conditions they may linger in the Bering Strait region for some time before proceeding north 
through the lead systems they use for the spring migration. In the previous whaling period, many bowhead whales 
were hunted in the Bering Strait region in summer. These whales were possibly of a more resident stock component 
that did not migrate north to the Beaufort Sea or the northern Chukchi Sea. The Bering Strait region could still 
possibly be a summer feeding ground for recovering remnants of such a stock component. 

• The highly productive Anadyr–Bering shelf waters transport large amounts of zooplankton and small fish north 
through the Bering Strait and continuing as a plume of rich waters through Hope Sea Valley in the southern and 
central Chukchi Sea. This ‘plume’ area is an important feeding area for seabirds in late summer and early autumn, 
including least, crested and parakeet auklets from the breeding colonies in the northern Bering Sea and Bering Strait, 
black-legged kittiwakes, and summer-visiting short-tailed shearwaters from the southern hemisphere. 
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• Juvenile thick-billed murres accompanied by their male parents swim away from the breeding colonies in the Chukchi 
Sea (Wrangel and Herald islands and Cape Lisburne and Cape Thompson) toward feeding areas presumably in the 
south-central parts of the Chukchi Sea. The males are flightless due to molt of wing feathers for about four weeks 
during this period. This swimming migration is not well documented but represents an ecologically important and 
sensitive phase in the life history of thick-billed murre in the Chukchi Sea.

57. Wrangel/Herald Islands Area

• Lesser snow geese (C. c. caerulescens) breed with a population of about 60,000 individuals at Wrangel Island. Some 
aggregate in coastal habitats along estuaries and bays on the south shore of the island during molt and staging for 
the autumn migration. 

• Black brant is a more coastal species of goose and large numbers of non- and failed breeders appear to use coastal 
habitats on Wrangel Island as molting and staging area prior to autumn migration. 

• Wrangel Island and the sea areas surrounding it are important habitat for polar bears in spring and summer when they 
hunt seals in polynyas and leads in the pack ice. Many polar bears of the Bering–Chukchi subpopulation retreat north 
with the pack ice in summer, and the area around Wrangel Island is used by relatively large numbers of polar bears. 
Many come ashore when the ice clears away from the island in late summer or autumn. Wrangel Island is an important 
denning area for the Chukchi population of polar bears. 

• The area around Wrangel Island is also an important feeding ground for the large migratory population of Pacific 
walrus (females and young animals) that use haul-outs on the island. The polar bear and walrus populations may both 
be declining and are considered to be stressed by more rapid summer sea-ice melt due to global warming.

•  There are relatively large breeding colonies of seabirds on the west and east coast of Wrangel Island and on the 
smaller Herald Island in the northwestern Chukchi Sea. Main species are thick-billed murre (U. l. heckeri), black-legged 
kittiwake and black guillemot.

• Horned puffin breeds in smaller numbers as the northernmost occurrence on Wrangel Island. Common murre has 
been extending its breeding range and also breeds now in low numbers at Wrangel and Herald Islands. The seabirds 
feed out some tens of kilometers from the colonies during the breeding season.

• The ‘Critically Endangered’ (IUCN) Kittlitz’s murrelet uses coastal waters in the southern Chukchi Sea (from the 
Bering Strait and north to beyond Cape Lisburne in Alaska and northwest along the northern coast of Chukotka) and 
around Wrangel Island as feeding habitats in summer and autumn after breeding. 

• Molt areas for seaducks (common and king eiders and long-tailed duck) are found in relatively shallow and productive 
waters around Wrangel Island. These areas are also summer feeding and autumn migration areas for large numbers of 
red and red-necked phalaropes that breed on tundra in northeastern Siberia.

• Leads and polynyas are used for spring feeding prior to breeding for birds that breed on Wrangel and Herald islands 
in the northwestern Chukchi Sea, including thick-billed murre, common eider and red phalarope.

58. Chukchi Shelf (northern and central parts)

• Polar bears of the Bering–Chukchi subpopulation retreat with the ice northward and become concentrated in the 
marginal ice zone of the northern Chukchi Sea, an important feeding habitat, in late summer and autumn. 

• The drifting pack ice and ice edge zone in the northern Chukchi Sea is a main feeding area for ivory and Ross’s gulls 
and black guillemot in late summer and autumn after breeding.

• Hanna Shoal is a shallow area located in the northeastern Chukchi Sea northwest of Barrowand is an important 
feeding ground for Pacific walrus during late summer and autumn and for gray whale in some years.
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Beaufort Sea Large Marine Ecosystem

 

Figure 17: Beaufort Sea Large Marine Ecosystem with AMSA IIC sites: Amundsen Gulf Area (59), Western 
Victoria Island Inlets (60), Mackenzie Estuary and Shelf (61), Viscount Melville Sound (62), Northeast Alaska 
and Yukon Coasts and Shelves (63), North Alaskan Coast and Shelf (64), and Offshore Pack Ice (65).
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59. Amundsen Gulf Area

• The recurrent polynya and ice-edge habitat make the Cape Bathurst Polynya an important beluga, bowhead whale, 
polar bear, and ringed seal feeding ground. Beluga (around 40,000 individuals) and bowhead whales (about 10,000 
individuals) of the large migratory Beaufort Sea and Bering-Chukchi-Beaufort Sea populations, respectively, use the 
polynya area in the eastern Beaufort Sea as their main feeding ground in the early part of summer (May–June). Polar 
bears of two subpopulations (northern and southern Beaufort Sea) also use this area as a migration corridor and for 
breeding purposes. Polar bears migrate into the inner reaches of the Amundsen Gulf area in autumn to access bays 
with landfast ice that are prime breeding habitat for ringed seal. 

• In spring polar bears move back to the pack ice where they may occur concentrated around the Cape Bathurst 
Polynya and later in summer may be found concentrated along the edge of the pack ice. 

• The Cape Bathurst Polynya is also an important spring staging and feeding area for seabirds and seaducks (glaucous 
gull, king and common eiders, long-tailed duck).

• The Banks Island Shorelead, a flaw lead system which extends from the Cape Bathurst Polynya, lies over relatively 
shallow waters, creating habitat important for spring staging and feeding seaducks. A large fraction of the western 
Canadian Arctic breeding population of king eider aggregate here in spring. This is also an important spring feeding 
area for beluga, bearded seal (Erignathus barbatus), ringed seal, and polar bear.

• Large aggregations of polar cod (Boreogadus saida; termed ‘Arctic cod’ in North America) have been recorded 
throughout winter under landfast ice over relatively deep water in outer Franklin Bay. 

• Franklin and Darnley bays (on both sides of the Parry Peninsula) are important prime breeding habitat for ringed seal 
and important winter and spring breeding and feeding areas for polar bear. 

• Cape Parry is home to the only colony of thick-billed murre in the western Arctic, and the only colony of the Pacific 
sub-species (U. l. arra) in Canada. In addition, one of only two western Arctic black guillemot colonies is located here. 

• Pearce Point, an important upwelling area, has aggregations of bowhead whale, Arctic char (Salvelinus alpinus) and 
capelin. 

• Pacific herring aggregate in the Hornaday River area of Darnley Bay and kelp beds may be located along the coastline. 

• The Horton River area of Franklin Bay has steep bathymetry and as a result includes an area of upwelling which 
supports diverse meiofauna communities. It is an important migration and feeding pathway for beluga, bowhead whale, 
and Arctic char, and polar bear are known to migrate through the area.

• De Salis Bay and Thesiger Bay are located along southern Banks Island on the northern side of Amundsen Gulf. De 
Salis Bay includes an area of upwelling, and marine mammals, such as bowhead whale, beluga, and various seals, 
feed and nurse here, as well as migrate through this area. Arctic char also uses this area as a migration and feeding 
corridor, and a variety of seabirds and seaducks aggregate here to feed and nest. Thesiger Bay is characterized by 
the presence of a flaw-lead polynya. The possible presence of kelp beds is a unique feature of this area which also 
includes benthic communities and a migration and feeding corridor for Arctic char. Beluga, polar bear, and ringed and 
bearded seals aggregate on these feeding grounds.

• Capelin is known to occur in this area.

60. Western Victoria Island Inlets

• Prince Albert Sound is a relatively shallow and long inlet in the inner Amundsen Gulf (into western Victoria Island) 
and is prime breeding habitat for ringed seal, an important area for bearded seal, and a feeding area for seaducks 
and seabirds. The estuary of the Kagloryuak River and the coastlines of the sound, particularly into the Albert Islands/ 
Safety Channel area are important migration and feeding areas for Arctic char in summer.

• Minto Inlet and Walker Bay (located north of Prince Albert Sound) provide prime breeding habitat for ringed seal, and 
are also used by bearded seal. Polar bear may aggregate here to nurse and rear their cubs. The area is also used as 
an important feeding and migration corridor for Arctic char, and as a feeding area for seabirds and seaducks. 

• The Union and Dolphin Strait connects inner Amundsen Gulf with Coronation Gulf south of Victoria Island. The area 
contains a recurrent polynya that is located at the mouth of Lambert Channel which is an area of enhanced biological 
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productivity. This polynya is a very important spring staging and feeding area for common eider, yellow-billed loon and 
other birds during spring migration. It is also used by Arctic char for migration and feeding. The fast ice at the western 
entrance to the strait is prime breeding habitat for ringed seal and a winter and spring feeding area for polar bear.

61. Mackenzie Estuary and Shelf

• In winter a floating lake forms off the Mackenzie Delta by the Mackenzie River water being dammed by the stamukhi 
ice zone. This is a globally unique feature and although little studied, is probably an important winter habitat for 
anadromous or amphidromous fish.

• Shallow Bay, Beluga Bay and Kugmallit Bay form the inner part of the Mackenzie Estuary and constitute important 
nursery areas for juvenile anadromous/ amphidromous coregonid whitefishes and seasonal feeding areas for adult 
fish (Arctic cisco Coregonus autumnalis, least cisco, broad whitefish, lake whitefish C. clupeaformis, inconnu Stenodus 
leucichthys nelma). These bays are also important molting, feeding and migration areas for beluga and feeding areas 
for ringed seal, as well as important feeding, brood rearing and molting areas for various seabirds, seaducks and 
geese including Arctic tern, common eider, scoters, and brent goose.

• The Kugmallit corridor extends north across the shelf from Kugmallit Bay. It includes a deep trough where upwelling 
occurs and is influenced by plumes of freshwater from the Mackenzie River. The Kugmallit Corridor has a high food 
supply for the benthos and is important to ringed seal for migration and feeding.

• The Mackenzie trough includes a deep trough where upwelling occurs and is influenced by plumes of freshwater from 
the Mackenzie River. It has a high benthic diversity and production. Bowhead whale, beluga, and ringed seal migrate 
through the area and polar bear come here to feed and breed.

• The Mackenzie shorelead off the fast ice on the eastern Mackenzie Shelf (off the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula) is an 
important spring staging and feeding area for seaducks, particularly for common eider but also for king eider and long-
tailed duck. This lead is typically connected to the Cape Bathurst Polynya but the location over the relatively shallow 
shelf allows access for the seaducks to relatively rich benthic communities. The shallow waters off the Tuktoyaktuk 
Peninsula are also used by common eider, long-tailed ducks and other waterfowl during brood rearing and molting in 
the ice-free period in late summer.

• The outer Mackenzie shelf has steep bathymetry associated with the continental shelf edge and areas of upwelling. 
High benthic diversity and production are found here and marine fish aggregate in this area. Polar bear feed and 
migrate throughout the area, as do beluga and bowhead whale. 

• The Husky Lakes form a unique brackish water transitional area from fresh to marine waters located inland from 
Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula. It is characterized by strong tidal flows and a complex coastline with the Fingers area forming 
a ‘labyrinth’ in the outer part. The area is important for ringed seal and lake trout (Salvelinus namaycush) spawning, 
nursing, and feeding. Arctic seabirds and seaducks also use this area for migration and feeding, and beluga are known 
to aggregate here in some years. Pacific herring are known to spawn in the Fingers area.

• Liverpool Bay lies between the Tuktoyaktuk and Cape Bathurst peninsulas. It includes an area of upwelling and has 
significant tides and potentially kelp beds. The area is used as feeding and nursery grounds for polar bear, and for 
migration and feeding by bowhead whale. It is also an important feeding, nesting, and staging area for seabirds and 
seaducks. 

• The Anderson River estuary is a nursery area for juvenile coregonid whitefishes and a molting and staging area for 
ducks and geese.

62. Viscount Melville Sound

• The Viscount Melville Sound is primarily characterized by the late summer presence of feeding beluga in the deep 
offshore basin. 

• The area is an important feeding ground and rearing area for polar bear. A separate subpopulation of polar bears is 
recognized in this area numbering around 200 individuals.
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63. Northeast Alaska and Yukon Coasts and Shelves

• The coastal areas and lagoons in this area are characterized by the presence of a freshwater corridor in summer 
that is used as a migration and feeding corridor by fish species such as Arctic char, Arctic cisco and Dolly Varden 
(Salvelinus malma). It is also used as post-breeding feeding and molting areas for waterfowl such as common eider, 
long-tailed duck, surf scoter (Melanitta perspicillata) and red-breasted merganser (Mergus serrator). The area also 
serves as post-breeding feeding and staging areas for shorebirds such as red and red-necked phalaropes, dunlin and 
semipalmated sandpiper.

• Herschel Island and adjacent waters are one of only two sites where black guillemot breeds in the western Canadian 
Arctic. The waters adjacent to the island constitute the feeding areas for this small colony. The area is also used as 
feeding and molting areas for waterfowl. Capelin has been reported to spawn along coastal beaches at Herschel Island.

• The narrow and relatively shallow Beaufort shelf west of the Mackenzie Trough is an important feeding area for 
bowhead whales in early autumn (August) before they continue further west on their seasonal migration.

64. North Alaskan Coast and Shelf

• The Colville River Delta is an important winter habitat for coregonid whitefishes, notably Arctic and least ciscoes 
that support a fishery in this area. Both the Colville and Sagavanirktok estuaries are important summer feeding and 
migration habitat for coregonid whitefishes and Dolly Varden. The deltas with associated wetlands and salt marshes 
provide summer nesting, feeding, brood-rearing and molting habitat for geese such as lesser snow goose and black 
brant. They also provide post breeding feeding and staging areas for shorebirds such as dunlin, and semipalmated and 
pectoral sandpipers.

• The barrier islands bounding the Simpson Lagoon and Stefansson Sound provide breeding and brood-rearing habitat 
for common eider and seabirds such as Arctic tern and glaucous gull. The lagoons provide molting habitat for long-
tailed duck and other seaducks. They are also used as a summer feeding area and migration corridor for anadromous/
amphidromous whitefishes and Dolly Varden. 

• The Boulder Patch in Stefansson Sound is a very special and rare hard-bottom habitat with kelp beds and associated 
fauna on the mostly soft-bottom Beaufort shelf. Elson Lagoon and the waters around Plover Islands are important 
autumn feeding, staging and migration areas for seabirds, waterfowl and some shorebirds. This area is used by Ross’s 
gull, king and common eiders, long-tailed duck, and red and red-necked phalaropes. The shelf area off the Plover 
Island (east of Point Barrow) is an important feeding area for bowhead whale in autumn. 

• Dease Inlet is a summer feeding area for amphidromous coregonid whitefishes such as least cisco and humpback 
whitefish.

• The shoreline and barrier islands are important polar bear denning areas for bears of the Southern Beaufort Sea 
stock, and polar bears are often concentrated near Cross and Barter Islands in autumn after the bowhead whaling 
season. This stock numbers around 1500 polar bears. 

• The shallow waters offshore of the coast are important ringed seal habitat including winter breeding areas.

65. Offshore Pack Ice

• Bowhead whale (about 10,000 individuals) and beluga (about 40,000 individuals) of the large populations that winter 
in the northern Bering Sea migrate east toward the Amundsen Gulf and the Cape Bathurst Polynya through leads in 
the offshore pack ice in the southern Beaufort Sea during May and June, returning in autumn.
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Central Arctic Ocean Large Marine Ecosystem

66. Pack Ice

• The drifting pack ice of the Central Arctic Ocean is a globally unique environment characterized by low primary 
productivity by specially adapted ice algae and phytoplankton in the water column below the ice. In addition to ice 
algae, the sea-ice biota contains an endemic fauna component including sea-ice amphipods that live in association 
with the ice. The sea-ice (or sympagic) fauna includes forms that live permanently in association with sea ice (so-
called autochthonous species). The large amphipod Gammarus wilkitzkii (up to 6 cm) and the smaller (1.5 cm) 
Apherusa glacialis belong to this group, and are abundant and dominant species in Arctic sea-ice habitats, particularly 
in multi-year ice. Autochthonous species are also found in other groups such as copepods. The ice amphipods 
including Gammarus wilkitzkii are important prey for polar cod (Boreogadus saida) and Arctic cod (Arctogadus 
glacialis), and also for ringed seal. They also support directly or indirectly other species that live in ice-covered waters 
including polar bear, ivory gull and Ross’s gull.

• The multi-year pack ice may be of particular importance for maintenance of the special autochthonous ice biota. 
The reduced ice cover in summer in recent years has been associated with a pronounced loss of multi-year ice. With 
climate change, future projections suggest that the current area of multi-year pack ice will shrink further, and the 
areas north of the Canadian Arctic Archipelago and Greenland may be the last refugia for multi-year ice, the endemic 
sea-ice biota and for many ice-dependent species, such as ringed seal, polar bear and other species. 

• The Beaufort Gyre system in the Canada Basin is assumed to play a role in the maintenance of the sea-ice biota 
through its influence on the multi-year ice dynamics. 

• The area north of the Canadian Arctic Archipelago is of special importance as the area with the heaviest ice 
conditions in the Arctic Ocean. 

• Polar bear from several subpopulations use the peripheral areas of the pack ice of the Central Arctic Ocean as part 
of their summer feeding habitat. Bears from the Barents Sea, Kara Sea and Laptev Sea subpopulations are expected 
to use areas with pack ice in the Nansen Basin and eastern Amundsen Basin, while bears from the Chukchi Sea and 
southern and northern Beaufort Sea subpopulations use pack ice in the Canada Basin. 

• Ivory gull and Ross’s gull also use this habitat for foraging during the post-breeding period in late summer and autumn. 
Ivory gull (which is assessed to be Near Threatened by IUCN) has its main breeding area on islands in the northern 
Kara Sea, while Ross’s gull has its main breeding area on tundra and wetlands in northeastern Siberia. After breeding, 
both species move to the periphery of the pack ice where they feed on polar cod, amphipods, and remains of polar 
bear kills. For ivory gull the pack ice of the Nansen Basin may be an important post-breeding area.
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Canadian Arctic Archipelago Large Marine Ecosystem

Figure 18: Canadian Arctic Archipelago Large Marine Ecosystem with AMSA IIC sites: Coronation Gulf/Queen 
Maud Gulf – Coasts and Inlets (67), King William and Southern Victoria Islands (68), Lancaster Sound and 
Adjacent Inlets (69), Prince Regent Inlet and Gulf of Boothia (70), Peel Sound (71), Wellington Channel (72), 
Cardigan Strait-Hell Gate (73), Northern Archipelago/Norwegian Bay (74), Ellesmere Island (75), Arctic Basin 
Pack Ice (76). 
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67. Coronation Gulf/Queen Maud Gulf – Coasts and Inlets 

• Bathurst Inlet, with depths of 100-200m and influenced by the Burnside River, is an important summer habitat for 
ringed seal and marine fish communities, particularly Arctic char. Seabird colonies are found on small islands near the 
mouth of the inlet where they feed. Based on the occurrence of a polynya there may be productive benthic epifauna 
communities, however no data are currently available.

• The relatively shallow (<100 m) waters along the coast of the Queen Maud Gulf are heavily influenced by freshwater 
inputs from four major rivers, the Armak, Ellice, Perry and Simpson rivers. Nutrients from these rivers and those 
released from sediments lead to enhanced primary productivity in this area. The area is an important marine feeding 
ground and migration corridor for Arctic char, and ringed seal are common throughout the area.

• Chantrey Inlet is a shallow (<100 m), heavily protected, and enclosed ecosystem that is strongly influenced by the 
Black River which results in very low salinities. These conditions present a unique ecosystem that is very productive 
and utilized by Arctic char for migration and feeding. This area also includes prime ringed seal summer habitat and a 
key migratory bird terrestrial habitat site.

68. King William and Southern Victoria Islands

• The marine area around West King William Island includes several islands around which strong tidal currents flow, 
resulting in tidal mixing zones. These currents enhance the productivity of the area and a high food supply for the 
benthos results in increased benthic diversity and production in this area. Ringed seal and a depleted polar bear 
population (M’Clintock Channel) aggregate in the area to feed.

• The nearshore Arctic char migratory and feeding corridor found in the southern Victoria islands was deemed important 
since the ecological properties here are different to those in the King William Island.

69. Lancaster Sound and Adjacent Inlets

• The Eclipse Sound-Navy Board is an important area based for seabirds, narwhal, beluga, killer whale, ringed seal, and 
harp seal. 

• The relatively deep waters (maximum depth of 200 m) surrounding Bylot Island and its connection to Lancaster 
Sound are very important migration routes and summer feeding areas for beluga and about 20 000 narwhal. Cape 
Hay on the northwest end of Bylot Island supports colonies of thick-billed murre and black-legged kittiwake which 
forage 30–60 km offshore; northern fulmar use this area as a staging area. In addition, Cape Graham Moore on the 
southeast point of Bylot Island is home to thick-billed murre and black-legged kittiwake.

• Lancaster Sound contains a recurrent polynya and associated sea ice-edge habitats. This area is a major migration 
corridor for marine mammals (e.g., bowhead whale, narwhal, beluga, killer whale, and seals) and contains the highest 
density of polar bear in the world. The area is very productive, has a high export of sea-ice algae, and has high benthic 
diversity, production, and re-mineralization-likely to reflect the high quality food supply for the benthos. 

• Over one million seabirds and seaducks (e.g., thick-billed murre, black-legged kittiwake, northern fulmar, and black 
guillemot) use this area as a nesting, breeding, and feeding area.

• Walrus haul-out sites are located here and polar cod (Boreogadus saida: Arctic cod in North America) is abundant in 
all stages of its life cycle.

• Admiralty Inlet is an area of local nutrient enrichment and the high productivity is reflected in its extensive use by 
seabirds and marine mammals, particularly bowhead whale and narwhal, but also beluga, ringed seal, and harp seal. 
The presence of these mammals, which feed primarily on marine fish, is suggestive of a substantial marine fish 
population. About 18,000 narwhal spend the summer in Admiralty Inlet and migrate to southern Baffin Bay for winter. 
Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK) suggests significant seabird feeding in the marine areas of Admiralty Inlet, 
and Baillarge Bay on Admiralty Inlet is occupied by northern fulmar and glaucous gull.
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70. Prince Regent Inlet and Gulf of Boothia

• Prince Regent Inlet, characterized by strong currents and a recurrent polynya in Bellot Strait, is an important feeding 
area, migration route, and/or nursery ground for marine mammals (e.g., bowhead whale, narwhal, beluga) and seabirds 
(such as black-legged kittiwake, northern fulmar, king eider and common eider), while Arctic char use the nearshore 
waters.

• The Gulf of Boothia is an important migration corridor and feeding ground for narwhal and bowhead whale, while 
Arctic char concentrate in nearshore waters. Bowhead also use it as a nursery area and polar bear den, feed, and raise 
their young here.

71. Peel Sound

• Peel Sound contains a polynya and is a highly productive area and includes areas of high benthic diversity. The largest 
Canadian summering aggregation of narwhal (about 45,000 individuals) frequents this area, which is likely to support 
large populations of marine fish owing to its use as a feeding ground for narwhal as well as beluga. 

72. Wellington Channel

• Strong currents maintain a polynya in the Penny Strait/Dundas Island area and this is an important haul-out and 
wintering ground for walrus. 

• The Cheyne Islands located in Wellington Channel support the largest known nesting population of Ross’s gull in the 
Canadian Arctic.

73. Cardigan Strait-Hell Gate

• A recurrent polynya occurs in this area owing to strong currents flowing from Norwegian Bay. The area is frozen 
during October and November, with open water reappearing in December through to July; however this area does not 
usually become ice-free during the summer owing to ice flowing south from Norwegian Bay. 

• Cardigan Strait – Hell Gate is used year-round for feeding and haul-out by an aggregation of about 300–500 walrus, 
which represent a distinct stock. 

• The area is also used during summer by beluga, killer whale, and seals.

• Several major seabird colonies use this area for feeding, breeding, and nesting, the most numerous being black 
guillemot, although northern fulmar, common eider, and glaucous gull are also found here.

74. Northern Archipelago/Norwegian Bay

• The archipelago multi-year pack ice present in this area supports different communities to those within the Arctic 
Basin and constitutes the largest remaining island pack ice refugium in the world. This area includes interesting 
under-ice communities and is important for seabird nesting and foraging, particularly ivory gull, a species at risk in 
Canadian waters. In addition, polar bear aggregate in this area for denning, feeding, and rearing their young.

• Norwegian Bay is a regionally-important area for a number of marine mammals and is an important feeding 
and rearing area for the most genetically differentiated polar bear population in the world, the Norwegian Bay 
subpopulation.

75. Ellesmere Island

• The largest and most significant glaciers flow from Ellesmere Island into fjords as ice shelves. This area is relatively 
shallow (< 200 m) and covered by greater than 90% old multi-year ice which is likely to support unique under-ice 
communities. A total absence of biological data makes this area unique.
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• The Nansen-Eureka-Greely Fjord marine complex separates Ellesmere and Axel Heiberg islands. At the outer end 
of the fjords, shallow sills inhibit water transport and this lack of exchange creates unique water masses which 
support unique fish communities and aggregations of polar bear and ringed seal; these unique ecosystems are poorly 
understood.

• A number of important walrus feeding and haul-out sites are located in Princess Maria Bay area, which is considered 
highly productive; various seal species and narwhal use this area as a feeding ground.

76. Arctic Basin Pack Ice

• The region of the Canadian Arctic Ocean between M’Clure Strait and Nares Strait is the source of the thickest multi-
year ice in the Arctic Ocean. This multi-year ice is a unique habitat whose community structure is not well known but is 
thought to be particularly important for long-lived (i.e., 6+ years) autochthonous amphipods (e.g., Gammarus wilkitzkii) 
and the mat-forming centric diatom Melosira arctica that is generally associated with Arctic under-ice communities. 
This region is also likely to be a core habitat for a variety of ice-adapted heterotrophic microbes and zooplankton. 

• The edge of the multi-year pack ice is an important summer refuge for a significant proportion of individuals from the 
Beaufort polar bear populations. 

• The Beaufort Gyre is also an important and unique physical feature in this area, as it contains a globally significant 
accumulation of freshwater from North American and Eurasian rivers. 
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Hudson Bay Complex Large Marine Ecosystem

 

Figure 19: Hudson Bay Complex Large Marine Ecosystems with ASMA IIC sites: Northern Foxe Basin (77), 
Northern Hudson Bay (78), Western Hudson Bay (79), Southwestern Hudson Bay (80), James Bay (81), Eastern 
Hudson Bay (82), Hudson Strait (83), and Ungava Bay (84). 
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77. Northern Foxe Basin 

• The Fury and Hecla Strait area is important for its availability of polar bear denning sites and as a migratory corridor 
for bowhead whale, narwhal, beluga, and killer whale. There is a large proportion of bowhead juveniles and calves 
present in the eastern mouth of the Fury and Hecla Strait which suggests this is an important nursery area.

• The Igloolik Island area features the Fury and Hecla polynya and increased nutrients and productivity compared to 
other areas. The area is an important migration corridor and feeding area for marine mammals (i.e., bowhead whale, 
narwhal, beluga, killer whale), as well as Arctic char and other marine fish. The Igloolik Island area also includes walrus 
haul-out areas and polar bear denning sites.

• A migratory pathway for bowhead whale, narwhal, beluga, and killer whales, Rowley Island is also a preferred year 
round walrus habitat providing haul-out sites, calving areas, and feeding grounds for this species. 

• The presence of islands and sea ice-edge habitat are important physical features.

78. Northern Hudson Bay

• With a complex oceanography resulting from bathymetry and strong currents (including two recurrent polynyas), the 
Repulse Bay and Frozen Strait area is considered an important area for a number of marine mammals, seabirds and 
Arctic char. 

• The only summering aggregation for the genetically distinct Northern Hudson Bay narwhal population occurs in 
Repulse Bay, Frozen Strait, western Foxe Channel and Lyon Inlet. 

• This area is also important summering habitat for bowhead whale. 

• Walrus use this area year-round and the presence and seasonal migration of narwhal through the area has been 
documented. 

• A significant proportion of the Canadian population of Iceland gulls (Larus glaucoides) occurs in Frozen Strait.

• Southampton Island is the largest island in Hudson Bay and is situated near the confluence of Hudson Bay and 
Foxe Basin waters which results in dynamic oceanographic mixing and fairly high marine productivity. The waters 
surrounding Southampton Island are important spring and autumn migration routes for beluga and bowhead whale. 

• The area is also used during summer and winter by walrus, with important haul-out sites on Bencas, Coats and Walrus 
islands. 

• Coats Island is an important nesting area for seabirds such as thick-billed murre, common eider, and black guillemot 
which feed on aggregations of marine fish, particularly capelin and polar cod. 

• The largest single colony of common eider in Nunavut occurs in East Bay.

• Southampton, Coats and Mansel islands are important for polar bear denning and as important summer refuge habitat 
for the Foxe Basin polar bear population. The bears also frequent the landfast ice adjacent to the islands during winter.

79. Western Hudson Bay

• The western Hudson Bay coastline (from Whale Cove to Arviat) is an important aggregation area for beluga, an 
autumn migration area for polar bear, and a migration corridor and feeding area for Arctic char. 

• Dense kelp beds occur along this coastline and provide important habitat or marine fish.

•  One of the defining physical features of this area is the winter shorelead and persistent sea-surface temperature 
front that exists during summer.
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80. Southwestern Hudson Bay

• The Nelson, Churchill, and Seal River estuaries provide important habitat for a number of marine mammals (particularly 
beluga and harbor seal), seabirds, polar bear, caribou, and fish. 

• The world’s largest summering aggregation (about 70,000 individuals) of beluga occurs in the Nelson River estuary, 
with lower numbers aggregating in the Churchill River estuary which is also a key migration corridor, denning, feeding, 
and rearing area for polar bear and important for Ross’s gull. 

• The Seal River estuary is considered globally significant for migrating black scoter and is also an important migration 
route for harbor seal. This estuary also supports summer and autumn concentrations of polar bear and a population of 
about 3,000 beluga that use the area as a nursery and feeding ground.

81. James Bay

• James Bay is defined by shallow waters and low salinity and supports a variety of warm-water species that are relicts 
of an earlier connection with the Atlantic and Pacific oceans, many of which have disconnected distributions and are 
rare or absent elsewhere in Canadian Arctic waters. 

• About 8,000–16,000 beluga, which may be a distinct stock, aggregate here during summer and there are indications 
based on traditional ecological knowledge that some may remain year-round. 

• The area is also important for walrus haul-out and feeding, as well as for polar bear denning and feeding, particularly 
near the Belcher Islands where prime ringed seal habitat exists. 

• The sub-tidal eelgrass (Zostera spp.) beds that occur along the east coast of James Bay and along the coasts of 
Akimiski Island provide a unique habitat feature used by waterfowl and juvenile sculpins. 

• Anadromous fish species such as cisco and broad whitefish (Coregonus spp.) use this area for migration and feeding. 

• James Bay is also very important for staging, foraging, and molting by a variety of seaducks, shorebirds, and waterfowl 
such as Hudsonian godwit, red knot and black scoter.

82. Eastern Hudson Bay

• The Belcher Islands area includes several small polynyas and estuaries, and cooler water temperatures than 
surrounding waters in Hudson Bay. The currents that move around the islands and the presence of landfast ice make 
this area particularly important to walrus, common eider, beluga, bearded seal, and polar bear. 

• The area houses the entire population (about 100,000 to 200,000 individuals) of the Hudson Bay subspecies of 
common eider (S. m. sedentaria) in summer and winter. The Belcher Islands area represents important beluga habitat 
as the Eastern Hudson Bay stock aggregates here in summer and possibly during winteras well. 

• Ringed seal and polar bear are common in this region and summer and winter walrus haul-out sites are located here. 

• A diversity of habitats, including eelgrass beds, are found in the waters surrounding the Belcher Islands and result in 
high benthic diversity and productivity, including invertebrates such as sea urchins, sea cucumbers, and bivalves that 
form traditional Inuit diets. 

• The Eastern Hudson Bay coastline area is an important migration pathway for the Eastern Hudson Bay beluga, an 
Endangered population in Canada. It is also an important feeding area for a significant proportion of the thick-billed 
murre breeding at the very large Digges Sound colony.
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83. Hudson Strait

• The Western Hudson Strait is characterized by strong currents as it is a conduit for Arctic waters via Foxe Basin, the 
outflow of Hudson Bay water, and also periodic intrusions of Atlantic water into northeastern Hudson Bay. It is a major 
seasonal migration route for many marine mammals that spend the summer feeding and nursing in the Hudson Bay 
LME and Arctic Archipelago LME (e.g., killer whale, walrus, beluga, narwhal, bowhead whale). In addition, this is an 
overwintering ground for beluga, bowhead whale, and walrus. 

• This area is highly productive and there are a number of important seabird colonies and seaduck nesting and foraging 
areas located here. 

• There are important walrus haul-out sites on Mills, Salisbury and Nottingham islands.

• Twenty percent of the North American population of thick-billed murre and a small colony of Atlantic puffin are found 
near Digges Sound and 10% of the Canadian population of common eider breed and feed near Markham Bay. 

• This area covers important epibenthic habitat, including sponge beds.

• In addition to the same factors that contribute to the ecological significance of Western Hudson Strait, the Eastern 
Hudson Strait area is heavily influenced by oceanographic conditions from Davis Strait. This area is a migration 
corridor to summer feeding and nursery grounds for marine mammals (e.g., walrus, beluga, bowhead whale). It is an 
important area for northern shrimp (Pandalus borealis) and the western extent of Greenland halibut habitat exists 
within this area. The area is a significant overwintering area for beluga and about 5000–8000 bowhead whales also 
overwinter here. There are relatively significant occurrences of cold water corals in the deeper waters of the Strait. The 
area represents important nesting and foraging sites for seabirds, particularly the Endangered ivory gull.

84. Ungava Bay

• Ungava Bay is characterized by small islands and very high tides. There are relatively significant occurrences of 
coldwater corals in the deeper waters of Ungava Bay, and the stock of beluga in this area has been reduced to about 
50 individuals and may be extirpated. 

• Two large colonies of thick-billed murre occur on Akpatok Island. Collectively, these colonies constitute the largest 
number of breeding thick-billed murre in Canada (>20% of the Canadian population). Black guillemot also nests along 
the Akpatok Island coast. 

• A large proportion of the breeding population of common eider aggregates on the islands of the western shore of 
Ungava Bay. 

• About 80–100 polar bear (about 5% of the Davis Strait population) den and rear their young along the southern 
shore of Akpatok Island during summer.
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Baffin Bay-Davis Strait Large Marine Ecosystem

 

Figure 20: Baffin Bay-Davis Strait Large Marine Ecosystem with ASMA IIC sites: North Water-Northern Baffin 
Bay (85), Eastern Baffin Island Coast and Shelf (86), Hatton Basin-Labrador Sea-Davis Strait (87), Southern 
Baffin Bay (88), Melville Bay (89), Northwest Greenland Shelf (90), Central Baffin Bay (91), Disko Bay and Store 
Hellefiske Banke (92), Southwest Greenland Shelf (93), and Davis Strait Marginal Ice Zone and Labrador Sea 
(94). 
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85. North Water-Northern Baffin Bay

• The North Water Polynya (Canadian side) is the largest and most productive polynya in the Canadian Arctic and is a 
globally unique feature. In addition to the tremendous marine bird resources in this area, the North Water Polynya is of 
significance to more species of marine mammal than any other polynya in the Canadian Arctic. 

• It is used by beluga during summer and winter, bowhead whale and narwhal during summer, migratory walrus, and 
ringed, bearded, and harp seals throughout the year. 

• Polar bear feed on ringed seal here during winter and into spring, and walrus use the area as a haul-out and migration 
corridor. 

• Millions of seabirds (e.g., black-legged kittiwake, thick-billed murre, ivory gull, black guillemot, and dovekie (Alle alle: 
also called little auk) breed in the vicinity of the North Water Polynya. Most of them feed here during summer, while 
some birds also use the area for overwintering. 

• In the eastern parts along Greenland, upwelling of nutrient-rich waters and the associated high biological production 
provides favorable foraging conditions for seabirds and mammals, mostly in the summer, but even some marine 
mammal populations winter here.

• More than 80% of the world population of little auk is dependent on the North Water Polynya from May to September, 
when about 30 million pairs are estimated to nest along the Greenland coast. 

• Over half of Greenland’s breeding population of thick-billed murre are nesting in five colonies with a total of about 
200,000 breeding pairs. They are dependent on the northeastern parts of the area from mid-May to late August, and 
during the autumn migration in August–September also on the western (Canadian) side. 

• The endangered ivory gull (Near Threatened globally) occurs scattered throughout the North Water Polynya in summer 
and breeds on adjacent Ellesmere Island. 

• Seaduck molting areas, especially for king eider, occur along the Greenland coast.

• The North Water Polynya is critical habitat for beluga. An estimated 14,000 animals migrate from Lancaster Sound in 
Canada to the North Water Polynya and adjacent waters, a large proportion of them winter in mainly the western parts 
of the polynya. 

• The northernmost parts of the North Water Polynya and Inglefield Bredning are important summer areas for discrete 
summer populations of narwhal. An estimated population of 8368 individuals exploits Inglefield Bredning. Melville Bay 
is the only other summer range in West Greenland. 

• Bowhead whales utilize the southern parts of the North Water Polynya in spring, and an unknown number winter here. 

• The northern parts of the North Water Polynya – Kane Basin – hold a population of a couple of hundred polar bear; 
they are linked to larger sub-populations in Baffin Bay (about 1,600 animals) and Lancaster Sound (2,500 bears). The 
ice edges anywhere in the North Water Polynya and around Cape York in the southern part of the area are particularly 
important for wintering polar bear. 

• The North Water Polynya is also an important wintering area for young ringed seal (an important prey for polar bear) 
benefitting from the relatively thinner ice in the eastern (Greenland) parts. At least 1,500 walrus (2009 estimate) 
summer in the North Water Polynya, mainly in the western parts along Ellesmere, and winter mainly in the eastern 
parts. The entire Baffin Bay population was estimated at 2,100 animals in 2009.

• The Eastern Jones Sound is characterized by open water in the vicinity of Coburg Island which remains a separate 
feature for some months before joining the North Water Polynya in May or June. The recurrent polynya of Eastern 
Jones Sound provides productive summer habitat for Atlantic walrus, beluga, ringed seal, and is identified as an 
important maternity area for polar bear. 

• Over 500,000 breeding marine birds are found in this area, including the largest colony of black-legged kittiwake as 
well as thick-billed murre, northern fulmar, ivory gull, black guillemot, and glaucous gull. 

• This is one of the few known breeding sites for Atlantic puffin in Nunavut. 

• Northern Baffin Bay contains significant aggregations of sea pens (Penatulacea spp.) and is considered important 
epibenthic habitat.
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86. Eastern Baffin Island Coast and Shelf

• The Baffin Island coastline is characterized by the presence of deep-sea troughs, which house coldwater corals, and a 
floe edge. 

• The area provides important feeding and nursing areas for bowhead whale and serves as a migration pathway for 
marine mammals such as bowhead whale and narwhal, as well as marine and anadromous fish. TEK indicates that 
dolphins, killer whale, and minke whale (Balaenoptera acutorostrata) also migrate through this area. 

• Ringed seal utilize the fjords and coastal areas, walrus haul-out along the complex coastline, and this is an important 
feeding, denning, and nursery area for polar bear.

• Key seabird colonies are located along the Baffin Island coastline including glaucous gull, Iceland gull, black guillemot, 
black-legged kittiwake, thick-billed murre and possibly Atlantic puffin; the largest Canadian colonies of northern fulmar 
are also found in this area.

• Along eastern Baffin Island, a distinct steep-faced continental shelf break occurs where marine fish aggregate and 
marine mammals such as bowhead whale, narwhal, and seals (i.e., harp, hooded, ringed, and bearded) migrate and 
feed; aggregations of corals and sponges are also found here.

87. Hatton Basin-Labrador Sea-Davis Strait

• The Hatton Basin-Labrador Sea-Davis Strait is a large area characterized by the continental shelf, a deep basin, 
mixing waters, and recurrent polynyas in outer Cumberland Sound and Frobisher Bay. As such, this area is highly 
productive and contains a diversity of deep-water corals and sponges, marine fish, and invertebrates, including a 
productive shrimp population. The highest recorded biomass of corals was taken here and is the only area containing 
abundant Primnoa resedaeformis and Paragorgia arborea north of the Stone Fence off Nova Scotia. 

• The area supports bowhead whale, beluga, and walrus during winter, and is an important summer feeding ground for 
polar bear, beluga, killer whale, harp seal, and hooded seal, which also use this area for whelping. 

• It is an important feeding, staging, and breeding area for more than 15 species of seabird, including thick-billed murre, 
black-legged kittiwake, black guillemot, Iceland gull, and dovekie.

• Cumberland Sound (including Millut Bay) is the only summer aggregation area for the Cumberland Sound beluga 
population which uses this area for feeding and nursing. 

• Common eider aggregate here during the summer and the islands of western Cumberland Sound support what may 
be the largest breeding concentration of Iceland gull in Canada. 

• This area also provides habitat for Greenland halibut.

88. Southern Baffin Bay

• Southern Baffin Bay is at an oceanographic area that marks a break between the warmer southern Labrador Current 
and the cold Arctic outflow. 

• This area is an overwintering area for narwhal and bowhead whale, and several species of coldwater coral (including 
black corals; Antipatharians) occur in significant concentrations in this area. 

• Productive Greenland halibut fishing grounds are also found in southern Baffin Bay.
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89. Melville Bay

• The Melville Bay area is critical habitat for narwhal in summer, for polar bear winter and spring, and a migration 
corridor for whales and seabirds. 

• The shelf area in Melville Bay is one of just two West Greenland summering areas (June to end of October) for the 
Baffin Bay population of narwhal; an estimated population of 6,024 (2007) narwhal utilizes the area. Narwhal have 
high site fidelity to migration routes and summering and wintering grounds, and generally use the same areas year 
after year. The summer stock from Melville Bay has a narrow migration corridor along the continental shelf south to 
the winter quarters in central Baffin Bay. In spring they move north through the ice shear zone between Disko Bay and 
Melville Bay.

• Some polar bear from the Baffin Bay population (total estimate about 1,600 animals) occur in this area. Denning is 
probably rare along the Melville Bay coastline, but in late winter and spring some bears of the Baffin Bay population 
forage along the ice edge and in the drift ice in the western parts of the area. 

• The inner parts of Melville Bay are important breeding areas for ringed seal serving as the principal prey for polar bear 
in spring.

• In early spring the partially open water in Baffin Bay (outer parts of the area) is an extension of the ice break-up zone 
in the area, and important as part of the general migration corridor for thick-billed murre and other seabirds on their 
way to breeding grounds in the North Water Polynya. 

• One of Greenland’s largest colonies of Sabine’s gull is situated in this area.

90. Northwest Greenland Shelf

• The shelf and ice shear zone along the coast of northwestern Greenland is critical habitat for whales as well as an 
important migration corridor and breeding and staging area for seabirds. 

• Both common and king eider species are dependent on several undisturbed late summer molting areas in some 
inner fjord areas, in particular in the southern parts of the area. In early spring, the open water in the ice shear zone 
along the entire coastline serves as an important migration corridor for thick-billed murre and other seabirds. The 
area contains a large and diverse seabird fauna. Thickbilled murre from some of Greenland’s largest colonies (around 
126,000 pairs) are dependent on the region from May to late August. The common eider is dispersed in many 
colonies (total population about 11,500 nests, increasing) along the outer coast as well as in the fjords in the central 
parts of the area. 

• Beluga and narwhal both depend on the area as a migration corridor. 

• Polar bears from the Baffin Bay population (total estimate 1,600 bears) roam the area when ice is present.

91. Central Baffin Bay

• In the westernmost parts of the Greenland Exclusive Economic Zone and adjacent areas in Canadian waters, the pack 
ice and leads are especially important for some species for parts of the year. Wintering narwhal (from the population 
summering in Melville Bay as well as from Canada) areas are found within the 500–1500 m isobaths where they 
appear to utilize the Greenland halibut stock. In autumn and winter, the entire area is critical habitat for migrating and 
wintering narwhal and beluga; both species obtain a good part of their annual food intake in the wintering grounds. 

• A small proportion of the walrus wintering in West Greenland occur within this area; the specific sites may shift with 
ice conditions. 

• Bowhead whales migrate through the area in spring. 

• Polar bears from the Baffin Bay population occur in this area, mainly from October to June.
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92. Disko Bay and Store Hellefiske Banke

• The Disko Bay and Store Hellefiskebanke area has complex oceanographic and bathymetric conditions where a tide 
induced upwelling forms the basis for high biological spring production, although with large inter-year variation. The 
production provides favorable foraging and breeding conditions for seabirds and mammals and a range of species are 
dependent on the resources on the banks on the shelf, in particular on Store Hellefiskebanke. 

• Capelin and sandlance (Ammodytes spp.) are most important prey for seabirds and mammals. 

• The entire area, but especially Store Hellefiskebanke is critical habitat for the walrus that winter in West Greenland, 
estimated at 3,240 animals in 2008. In late winter (February–May) they rely on foraging areas within the 100 m 
isobath; satellite-tagged individuals utilized a fairly limited area of the northern part of the bank. 

• The entire area is part of the beluga winter range (December) in West Greenland, where about 7,000 animals rely 
entirely on the ice edge and marginal ice zone; the whales follow the marginal ice zone as it retreats northward in spring. 

• In summer and autumn this area (like the more southern areas) serves as foraging grounds for harbor porpoise 
(Phocoena phocoena) and a range of baleen whales (blue, sei, minke, fin, and humpback).

• Evidence suggests that in particular the western part of the area, off the shelf break, is important to the baleen 
whales. The bowhead whale has its main spring (March to June) staging area in and just west of Disko Bay, which 
is used by perhaps about 1,000 whales of the Baffin Bay population. Apparently, the Disko Bay area serves as a 
foraging and staging area primarily for female bowhead whales without calves. There are data suggesting that in 
addition to foraging, Disko Bay serves as a mating area for bowhead whale.

• Seaducks, mostly king eider, but also common eider, harlequin duck (Histrionicus histrionicus) and red-breasted 
merganser, have important molting areas (July–September) in coastal areas and fjords; during wing molt, the birds are 
flightless and extremely shy. 

• Narwhal are abundant in the deeper basins of the area during November through May. Narwhal winter in the dense 
pack ice west of Disko as well as in the coastal areas close to the southern entrance to Disko Bay. 

• Beluga are abundant on the banks of the area from November through May. They arrive from the Canadian summer 
grounds in November and stay until May. 

• Store Hellefiskebanke, specifically within the 50 m isobaths, is critical staging and wintering habitat for 500,000 king 
eider, which is a major proportion of the flyway population. 

• Store Hellefiskebanke is also a significant winter/spring area, including whelping grounds, for bearded seal. 

• Kitsissunnguit/Grønne Ejland in Disko Bay holds the largest Arctic tern colony in Greenland (about 21,800 pairs in 
2006); a number of other colonies in the bay are home to up to 5,800 pairs – with large inter- year fluctuations. 

• Disko Bay has a high diversity of seabirds including thickbilled murre (one colony), black-legged kittiwake (several 
colonies), cormorants (several colonies), common eider (several colonies), fulmar (one of Greenland’s largest colonies) 
and small populations of Atlantic puffin and little auk. Finally, the rare Ross’s gull occasionally nests here. 

• The high productivity is also reflected in the rich commercial fisheries in the area, including Greenland halibut, snow 
crab, shrimp and scallops. 

• The area is part of the wintering area for ivory gull. 

• Capelin spawning areas occur in the tidal zone several places along the coastline.
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93. Southwest Greenland Shelf

• Owing to upwelling at the shelf break, the banks along West Greenland are highly productive. The shelf area serves 
as a resource-rich migration corridor for marine mammals and seabirds during their northward migration in spring, and 
during summer it serves as a foraging area. 

• The ‘open water area’ north to around Sisimiut remains largely ice free all year, and from October the shelf area 
and the ice-free fjord turns into a major wintering area for a huge number of seabirds from Greenland, Iceland and 
Svalbard.

• A large proportion of Greenland’s commercial fisheries rely on the productive areas at the shelf. 

• Along with coastal areas off Newfoundland in Canada, the ‘open water area’ along southwestern Greenland is the 
main wintering area for thick-billed murre from Svalbard, Jan Mayen, Iceland and parts of Greenland; from October to 
April at least 1.5 million murres are dependent on the fish and zooplankton in the shelf area  and fjords.

• More than half of Greenland’s populations of razorbill and Atlantic puffin are distributed in many small colonies along 
the coast, and Kitsissut Avalliit holds Greenland’s largest colony of common murre. 

• The common eider breeds in scattered colonies along the coast (Rasmussen, 2010). 

• In addition to the murres, the entire ‘open water area’ is wintering area for common and king eiders (>500,000 and 
>300,000, respectively), long-tailed duck (>100,000), redbreasted merganser (<20,000), black guillemot (>250,000), 
and Iceland gull (>300,000) (Boertmann et al., 2004). 

• Large numbers of auks from the northeastern Atlantic pass by the southern tip of Greenland in autumn – that 
includes those on their way to wintering in this area, and those continuing onward to Newfoundland: thick-billed murre 
(at least 1 million), little auk (several million) and Atlantic puffin (unknown number, but recent observations suggest 
that many birds migrate through the area on their way to unknown wintering grounds). Furthermore, hundreds of 
thousands of black-legged kittiwake are passing Cape Farewell on their way to winter quarters in the Labrador Sea 
and other areas.

• Harlequin duck (about 7,000) from the small Greenlandic breeding population, and from eastern Canada, are 
dependent on molting areas along the outer coast of southwestern Greenland from Nuuk southward and with a core 
area around Arsuk; at least 10,000 winter in the area. 

• The coastline in the southern parts is staging and spring/summer foraging areas for common eider. The whole area 
including the fjords is winter quarters for both eider species; up to half a million eiders from both Greenland and 
Canada are estimated to winter in southwestern Greenland. 

• Outside the breeding season, adult black-legged kittiwake (juveniles not studied) from colonies across the North 
Atlantic are staging/foraging in this area; in August to November mainly the western parts are used. 

• In summer and autumn the southern part of West Greenland serves as foraging grounds for harbor porpoise and a 
range of baleen whales (blue, sei, minke, fin, humpback). Evidence suggests that the areas right off the shelf break in 
particular are important to the baleen whales. 

• The Western Atlantic harbor seal is Critically Endangered in Greenland and has its stronghold at the coast of the 
southern tip of Greenland. In addition, gray seal has recently been found in this area. 

• Greenland’s isolated breeding population of Atlantic salmon is dependent on access to a single river near Nuuk. 
During summer, shelf and fjord areas all along the coast north to Disko Bay are key foraging areas for the Atlantic 
salmon stock from spawning areas in the rivers of eastern Canada, the northeastern U.S.A. and northern Europe.

•  The fjords in this area hold local stocks of Atlantic cod; a very large stock of offshore cod disappeared from the shelf 
areas in the 1970s. Cod eggs and larvae from the Iceland stock drift into the area, but this has not yet given rise to a 
new offshore stock. 

• Capelin spawning areas occur in the tidal zone in several places along most of the coastline and in the fjords.
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94. Davis Strait Marginal Ice Zone and Labrador Sea

• This area, extending beyond the Baffin Bay-Davis Strait LME into the Labrador Sea, includes the marginal ice zone/ 
ice edge, and is important as a staging and migration area for some species. 

• The ice edge and marginal ice zone in the central Labrador Sea is a whelping area for hooded seal in March–April. 

• The entire area is part of the general wintering area and early spring migration corridor for a range of seabirds, 
including thick-billed murre and black-legged kittiwake. New evidence suggests that the central Labrador Sea is an 
important wintering area (August-February) for adult blacklegged kittiwake from colonies all over the North Atlantic, 
including Greenland; the number of birds using these offshore areas may amount to several hundred thousand adults. 
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V. Important Marine Areas Identified by the Canadian 
Ecologically or Biologically Significant Areas Process

 

Figure 21: Canadian Arctic Biogeographic Regions. 
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Hudson Bay Complex

 

Figure 22: Hudson Bay Complex: Rowley Island (1), Igloolik Island (2), Fury and Hecla Strait (3), Repulse Bay/
Frozen Strait (4), Southampton Island (5), Western Hudson Bay Coastline (6), Southwestern Hudson Bay 
Estuaries (7), James Bay (8), Belcher Islands (9), Western Hudson Strait (10), Eastern Hudson Strait (11), 
Eastern Hudson Bay Coastline (12), and Ungava Bay (13). 
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1. Rowley Island

• Comprises most of Steensby Inlet and the area southwest of there, between Jens Munk, Tangle, Koch, and Rowley 
islands, to the eastern coast of Melville Peninsula from Arlagnuk Point to Cape Penrhyn covering an area of about 
19,750 km2, of which about 2,050 km2 lies outside the northern Foxe Basin study area. 

• High productivity at and near the sea ice edge and important Walrus and Bowhead Whale habitat are the unique 
features. 

• Provides feeding and/or staging areas for nesting Arctic Terns and Sabine’s gull. 

• Walrus use sea ice and at least three terrestrial haul-outs for birthing, nursing, resting, molting and access to nearby 
feeding areas; polar bear aggregate at terrestrial haul-out sites where walrus are more vulnerable to predation. 

• Female bowhead whales with calves and juveniles use the area as a nursery in summer to feed and rest while orca 
whales frequent these waters to prey on them. 

• Serves as a migratory route for several species of marine mammals, including beluga and narwhal, providing access to 
feeding areas.

2. Igloolik Island

• Bound by Arlagnuk Point on the eastern coast of Melville Peninsula, the southern tip of Jens Munk Island and just 
east of Ormande and Elder islands at the eastern end of Fury and Hecla Strait, covering an area of about 4,750 km2, 
including Gifford Fiord. 

• Currents and tidal events give rise to unique polynya that supports increased primary and secondary production and 
higher-trophic level species, especially bowhead and polar bears, during critical periods in their life history. 

• Marine birds and mammals frequent this area. Over-wintering Black Guillemots use polynyas and leads to feed and 
Arctic Terns, Black Guillemots, Common Eiders and loons stage in this area prior to nesting. 

• Female bowhead with calves and juveniles use the area as a nursery in summer to feed and rest while orcas frequent 
these waters to prey on them. Walrus use sea ice and possibly two terrestrial haul-outs for birthing, nursing, resting, 
molting and access to nearby feeding areas. 

• Polar bears aggregate at terrestrial haul-out sites where walrus are more vulnerable to predation and use a denning 
area along the northern coast.  

• Serves as a migratory route for several species of marine mammals, including beluga and narwhal, providing access to 
feeding areas.

3. Fury and Hecla Strait

• Fury and Hecla Strait extends from Cape Englefield at the western entrance of the Strait to just east of Ormonde and 
Elder islands near the eastern entrance of the Strait, covering an area of about 3,100 km2. 

• Strong currents, important migratory route for marine mammals and a polar bear denning area are unique features to 
this area.

• Strong currents, particularly through Labrador Narrows, move water eastward through the Strait that contributes to the 
formation of a polynya.

• Current carry multi-year ice and nutrients from the archipelago into northern Foxe Basin that likely influences the 
oceanography of the region and the distribution of species.

• Important feeding and/or staging areas for nesting gulls as well as polar bears denning areas along the northern 
coast.

• Important migratory route for several species of marine mammals, including bowhead, beluga and narwhal, providing 
access to feeding areas.
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4. Repulse Bay/Frozen Strait

• Complex oceanography resulting from bathymetry and strong currents make this area important for a number of 
marine mammals, seabirds and Arctic Char (Salvelinus alpinus).

• Only summer aggregation for Northern Hudson Bay Narwhal occurs in Repulse Bay, Frozen Strait, western Foxe 
Channel and Lyon Inlet, and are considered to be a distinct population and listed as Special Concern under COSEWIC. 

• Supports two important Eastern Arctic Bowhead aggregation areas during the summer, and aerial surveys and Inuit 
Qaujimajatuqangit have underscored habitat importance.

• Northern Hudson Bay-Davis Strait population of Atlantic Walrus (Special Concern under COSEWIC) use the area year 
round and it is also an important seasonal migration area for narwhal.

• Significant proportion of the Canadian population of Iceland Gulls (Larus glaucoides) occurs in this region.

5. Southampton Island

• Largest island in Hudson Bay and is situated near the confluence of Hudson Bay and Foxe Basin waters, which 
results in dynamic oceanographic mixing and fairly high marine productivity.

• Northern Hudson Bay - Davis Strait population of Atlantic Walrus occurs on Southampton and Coats Island and use 
this area during summer and winter.

• Waters surrounding Southampton Island are important spring and fall migration routes for Beluga and Eastern Arctic 
Bowhead.

• Important nesting areas occur on Coats Island for seabirds (Thick-billed Murre (Uria lomvia), Common Eider 
(Somateria mollissima) and Black Guillemot (Cepphus grille)) which feed on aggregations of marine fish (e.g., Capelin 
and Arctic Cod). 

• The largest single colony of Common Eider in Nunavut occurs in East Bay.

• Southampton, Coats and Mansel Islands are considered important for polar bear denning and as important summer 
refuge habitat for the Foxe Basin polar bear population; polar bears also frequent the land-fast ice adjacent to the 
islands in winter. 

6. Western Hudson Bay Coastline

• This area is important for beluga, orcas, seabirds and Arctic char. 

• Dense kelp beds occur along the coastline and provide important habitat for fish in the area. 

• Wealth of local experimental knowledge and traditional ecological knowledge about marine mammals and fish exists 
from the communities of Whale Cove, Rankin Inlet and Arviat.

• Important Arctic char stocks occur in this area and use the marine environment for feeding.

7. Southwestern Hudson Bay Estuaries

• Southwest Hudson Bay estuaries include three important areas: Churchill, Nelson, and Seal rivers, which are important 
Polar bear denning, feeding, and rearing sites.They have exceptionally high benthic diversity and production and are 
important areas for Harbour seals and the world’s largest summering Beluga aggregation.

• Seasonally important area for the western Hudson Bay and southern Hudson Bay polar bear populations during the 
spring break-up, as it represents the last area where consolidated sea-ice occurs prior to the summer open water 
period. 
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• Sea ice feature is critical for the fitness of polar bears from each of these subpopulations and represents critical 
habitat for rearing and survival of cubs. 

• Often where sea-ice melts last in Hudson Bay.

• High benthic diversity and high benthic production occur in the extended part.

8. James Bay

• Typically shallower and homogenous with low salinity compared to Hudson Bay due to the large amount of freshwater 
runoff into a relatively confined area.

• Very large estuary with a number of river inputs and supports a variety of warm water species that are relicts of an 
earlier connection with the Atlantic and Pacific oceans.

• Approximately 8,000-16,000 beluga aggregate in summer and there are indications based on Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit 
that some of these whales remain there year round. 

• Atlantic Walrus from the South and East Hudson Bay population occupy Cape Henrietta Maria on the northwest coast 
of Bay. 

• Important area for polar bear that use Akimiski Island during the summer and is perhaps the most regular southerly 
location in the world; 

• Some northern-most subtidal eelgrass beds occur along the east coast and along the coasts of Akimiski Island that 
provide habitat for waterfowl and juvenile sculpins. 

• Anadromous fish species are also abundant in the lower salinity water.

• Black Scoter use the west side of the Bay (97% of the Canadian molting population), where they feed on blue 
mussels and other mollusks; also a nationally and globally important habitat for populations of staging shorebirds. 

9. Belcher Islands

• Local knowledge suggests islands are an important overwintering habitat for beluga and walrus, which is known 
critical feeding aggregation habitat for the overwintering beluga. 

• Seasonally important feeding area for the southern Hudson Bay polar bear population. 

• Coldest summer sea-surface temperatures of Hudson Bay south of Southampton Island, suggesting strong vertical 
mixing likely to sustain high primary productivity. 

• Supports high benthic, habitat and species diversity in the surrounding waters, including invertebrates such as sea 
urchins, sea cucumbers and bivalves that form traditional Belcher Island Inuit diets. 

10. Western Hudson Strait

• Conduit for Arctic waters and periodic intrusions of Atlantic waters and an important marine mammal migration 
corridor for summer feeding and nursery grounds. 

• Serves an important area for seabird colonies (murres), seaduck (eiders) nesting and foraging sites, and walrus 
feeding sites.

• Bowhead and beluga use the area for overwintering, orca frequent the area, and it has important epibenthic  
sponge beds.
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11. Eastern Hudson Strait

• Conduit for Arctic waters and periodic intrusions of Atlantic waters and serves as a migratory corridor for marine 
mammals, such as beluga and bowhead that use the area for overwintering and other mammals that use the area for 
summer feeding and nursery grounds. 

• Important for Northern Hudson Bay-Davis Strait Atlantic Walrus that use the area for haul-out.

•  An important epibenthic habitat with significant sponges, corals, and invertebrates.

• Serves as important seabird nesting and foraging habitat, particularly for Ivory Gull.

12. Eastern Hudson Bay Coastline

• Heavily influenced by oceanographic conditions from Davis Strait and the eastern coastline from the Belcher Islands 
to Digges Sound and is an important migratory corridor for the Endangered Eastern Hudson Bay Beluga population.

13. Ungava Bay

• Large bay adjacent to Nunavik, northern Quebec that is rimmed with many small islands;the main current flow is east 
through Hudson Strait, with very high tides similar to the Bay of Fundy. 

• Ungava Bay Beluga have been reduced to as few as approximately 50 and may be extirpated. 

• Significant occurrences of corals in the deeper waters of the bay. 

• Two large colonies of thick-billed murre occur on Akpatok Island, and collectively these colonies constitute the largest 
number of breeding thick-billed murre in Canada (>20% of the Canadian population). 

• Black Guillemot also nest along the Akpatok Island coast.

• A large portion of the breeding population of common eider aggregate on the islands of the western shore of Ungava 
Bay, with key nesting sites occurring at the Eider, Plover, Payne and Gyrfalcon islands and the islands of northeastern 
Ungava Bay.

• Approximately 80-100 polar bear (about 5% of the Davis Strait population) are denning and rearing along the 
southern shore of Akpatok Island in summer.
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Eastern Arctic

 

Figure 23: Eastern Arctic: Cape Searle (14), Isabella Bay (15), Scott Inlet (16), Eclipse Sound/Navy Board Inlet 
(17), Admiralty Inlet (18), Prince Regent Inlet (19), Creswell Bay (20), Bellot Strait (21), Gulf of Boothia (22), 
Peel Sound (23), Lancaster Sound (24), Resolute Passage (25), Cunningham Inlet (26), Prince Leopold Island 
(27), Penny Strait (28), North Water Polynya (29), Eastern Jones Sound (30), Cardigan Strait/Hell Gate (31), 
Northern Baffin Bay (32), Clearwater Fiord (33), Baffin Bay Shelf Break (34), Hatton Basin-Labrador Sea-Davis 
Strait (35), East Cumberland Sound (36), and Southern Baffin Bay (37). 
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14. Cape Searle

• Largest nesting colony of Northern fulmar (Fulmarus glacialis) in Canada (22% of the Canadian population) and 
one of the largest nesting colonies of thick-billed murre (Uria lomvia) in Canada (10% of the Canadian population); 
encompasses both the Qaqulluit and Akpait National Wildlife Areas established by Environment Canada in 2010 to 
protect these colonies. 

• Important nesting area for other seabirds including black-legged kittiwake (Rissa tridactyla), black guillemot (Cepphus 
grille), glaucous gull (Larus hyperboreus), Iceland gull (Larus glaucoides) and potentially some nesting Atlantic Puffin 
(Fratercula arctica). 

• Important habitat for Atlantic walrus and ringed seal

•  Important area that supports polar bear.

15. Isabella Bay

• Important high density area for Eastern Canada-West Greenland adult and subadult bowhead that use the area for 
feeding in late summer/early fall.

• Frequented by ringed seal, narwhal and polar bear.

• Provides habitat for seabirds (e.g., King Eider, Somateria spectabilis; Long-tailed Duck, Clangula hyemalis; Dovekies, 
Alle alle; Northern Fulmar).

16. Scott Inlet

• Unique hydrocarbon seep and biological community; the only known cold seep along the East Baffin Island coast and 
harbors a chemolithic community. 

• Only known sighting of the predatory sponge Claorhiza in the Canadian Arctic, which is indicative of chemolithic 
communities. 

• Concentrations of anemone (Actinoscyphia aurelia), soft corals from the family Nephtheidae, abundant sea pens 
(Umbellula sp.), unstalked crinoids have been recorded, redfish (Sebastes sp.), spotted wolffish (Anarhichas minor) 
and bacteria (Beggiatoa spp.) have been observed covering the seabed. 

• Supports an important colony of northern fulmars (5% of the Canadian population) that are almost entirely composed 
of light-phase birds, unusual for Canadian Eastern Arctic Fulmar colonies. 

• Important migration and staging site for various seabirds including ivory gull (Pagophila eburnean) and black guillemot. 

• Extends out to the Baffin Bay shelf break and captures a cross section of the Baffin Bay narwhal migration 
corridor;the East Baffin Island summering stock of the Baffin Bay narwhal population also use the inlet as a  
nursery area.

17. Eclipse Sound/Navy Board Inlet

• Important area for summering aggregations of Baffin Bay narwhal that includes spring/fall narwhal migration corridors 
between summering and overwintering areas. 

• Aggregations of narwhal principally located in the Milne Inlet and Tremblay Sound areas from July to mid-November, 
which may provide refuge from orca (Orcinus orca) that feed in Eclipse Sound. 

• Important migration and staging site for various seabirds (e.g., ivory gull, black-legged kittiwake).
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18. Admiralty Inlet

• The marine portion of Admiralty Inlet encompasses approximately 8,557 km2, with maximum depths of 400 m. 

• Combination of water flowing out of Admiralty Inlet that mixes with waters from Lancaster Sound, and the presence of 
strong tides, produce local nutrient enrichment. 

• Productivity is reflected in the high use by seabirds, along with marine mammals such as bowhead, narwhal, beluga 
and ringed and harp seals; the presence of these mammals, which feed primarily on marine fish, is suggestive of a 
substantial marine fish population. 

• Approximately 10,000-15,000 narwhal spend the summer in Admiralty Inlet and migrate to southern Baffin Bay for 
winter. 

• Baillarge Bay is occupied by northern fulmar and glaucous gull (Larus hyperboreus), and Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit 
document extensive seabird feeding in the marine waters of Admiralty Inlet.

• Admiralty Inlet is an important area for summer aggregations of Baffin Bay narwhal occurring from July to mid- 
September and a northern Fulmar breeding colony occurring April through October (13% of the Canadian population).

• Bowhead aggregate and feed during the summer and orca also use the area during the open-water period. 

• Large aggregations of marine birds depending on the annual patterns of ice break-up and prey distribution from May 
to September.

• Polar bear use the area during the summer.

19. Prince Regent Inlet

• The western boundary generally follows the slope break and the northern limit was identified from the Fury Point on 
Somerset Island across to the shore just south of the mouth of McBean Bay on Baffin Island.

• The southern limit followed a line from Cape Nordenskiold on Boothia Peninsula to Cape Fury on Baffin Island. The 
shoreline of Baffin Island forms the eastern boundary.

• Important for its Eastern Canada–West Greenland bowhead population occurring from July to mid-November and the 
Somerset Island summering stock of Baffin Bay narwhal from July to mid-November. 

20. Creswell Bay

• Boundary crosses the mouth of the bay from Fury Point to Cape Garry. 

• Important orca refuge for Eastern High Arctic–Baffin Bay beluga during July and August.

• Used by several species of marine birds, including common eider (Somateria mollissima), king eider, black-legged 
kittiwake and northern fulmar, and is also important for molting seaducks.

• Anadromous Arctic char from Stanwell Fletcher Lake migrate down the Creswell River annually to feed in Creswell 
Bay and along the Somerset Island coastline before migrating back to the lake to overwinter. 

• Narwhal are present in the area most years and ringed seal and polar bear are found in this area. 

• Creswell Bay may provide nutrient rich water to Prince Regent Inlet area that contributes to primary production.
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21. Bellot Strait

• Used by the Somerset Island stock of the Baffin Bay Narwhal and Eastern High Arctic–Baffin Bay beluga as a 
migration corridor between Prince Regent Inlet and Peel Sound during July and August; bowhead may also move 
through the strait.

• Considered a choke point that funnels migrating whales through a relatively narrow passage and provides a secondary 
route to access Peel Sound. 

• Boundaries are described by a line between Leask Point and Hepburn Point at the west end of the strait and lines 
between Smellie Point and the south end of Long Island, and from the north end of Long Island direct (i.e., shortest 
distance) to Somerset Island at the east end of the strait. 

• Recurrent polynya probably contributes significantly to primary production by providing inputs from Pacific waters into 
Prince Regent Inlet.

• Identified as a feeding site for a variety of seabirds and waterfowl between May and October and it is a staging area 
during spring for eiders. 

• Used by Arctic char, polar bear, ringed seal, and bearded seal (Erignathus barbatus). 

22. Gulf of Boothia

• Important area for bowhead and narwhal that use it as a rearing, feeding and orca refuge area from late June to mid-
November and July and August, respectively. 

• Boundary from Mathe Point on Baffin Island to Cape Margaret on Boothia Peninsula for the northern boundary of this 
area; a line from Cape Crozier on Melville Peninsula to Cape Chapman on Simpson Peninsula formed the southern 
boundary; and Pelly Bay seaward of the Harrison Islands was included in the area as were Tom Bay and Lord Mayor Bay. 

• Important for polar bear.

23. Peel Sound

• Important rearing and feeding area for a large portion of the Somerset Island summering stock of the Baffin Bay 
Narwhal population occurring from July and August. 

• Beluga use the area but not to the same extent as elsewhere in the region.

24. Lancaster Sound

• Important migratory corridor for several species of marine mammals (beluga, narwhal, bowhead, Atlantic walrus, harp 
seal, polar bear) from March to November, and as an important nesting, foraging and staging area for numerous 
seabirds from May through September (e.g., thick-billed murre, black-legged kittiwake, northern fulmar and dovekie).

• Major east-west waterway in the Canadian Arctic with ice edge that forms across the sound; shore leads and polynyas 
serving as important aggregation areas for marine mammals and seabirds.

• Eastern entrance to the North West Passage linking Barrow Strait and Viscount Melville Sound to the west, with 
Baffin Bay to the east; to the west, the Lancaster Sound area now extends to the Prince Leopold Island area, and 
from there to the north shore on Devon Island at Cape Hurd (west of Maxwell Bay). 

• Highest polar bear density in the Canadian Arctic.
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25. Resolute Passage

• Important for high ice algal biomass, benthic productivity and biological diversity occurring from March to June. 

• The southeastern boundary was identified by a line between Cheyne Point on Griffith Island and the most southerly 
point of the Prospect Hills on Cornwallis Island; lines from the southwestern point at the entrance to Dyers Cove on 
Griffith Island to the northern tip of Somerville Island and then across to Claxton Point on Cornwallis Island forms the 
northwestern boundary; the southeastern boundary was identified by a line between Cheyne Point on Griffith Island 
and the eastern side of Assistance Bay on Cornwallis Island; and lines from the southwestern point at the entrance to 
Dyers Cove on Griffith Island to the northern tip of Somerville Island and then across to Claxton Point on Cornwallis 
Island forms the northwestern boundary.

26. Cunningham Inlet

• Important aggregation and refuge area for the Eastern High Arctic– Baffin Bay beluga during July and August. 

• Boundary was drawn across the mouth of the inlet.

27. Prince Leopold Island

• Prince Leopold Island has the largest multi-species aggregation of breeding seabirds in the Canadian Arctic, with 
northern fulmar, black-legged kittiwake, thick-billed murre and black guillemot nesting on Prince Leopold Island along 
with several other species during ice break-up and prey availability. 

• Many bird species make use of the open water leads that form near the island. 

• A 30 km radius around Prince Leopold Island was used to delineate the area, which was based on the foraging area 
used by Black-legged Kittiwake and Thick-billed Murre.

28. Penny Strait

• Largest nesting and rearing colony of Ross’s Gull (Rhodostethia rosea) on the Cheyne Islands use the area from late 
May to August. 

• Dundas Island polynya supports primary and secondary production in adjacent waters. 

• Atlantic walrus, belonging to the Penny Strait–Lancaster Sound stock, occur and use several terrestrial haul-out sites 
in summer in this area, and may overwinter in the Dundas Island polynya while others migrate east through Lancaster 
Sound. 

• Important for bearded seal, ringed seal and polar bear that use the polynya when Atlantic walrus are not abundant.

• Main benefit of the polynya, particularly for ringed seal and polar bear, is in the stimulation of increased primary and 
secondary production in adjacent fast ice or pack ice areas. 

• The northern boundary formed by a line from Cape Kitson on Bathurst Island to Cape Allard on the Grinnell Peninsula 
of Devon Island; the south and east boundaries were delineated by a line from the Moses Robinson River delta on 
Bathurst Island to Fitzjames Point on Baillie-Hamilton Island, and then from Surprise Point on the island to Cape 
Simpkinson on Devon Island.
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29. North Water Polynya

• Large, year-round expanse of open water in northern Baffin Bay, between Ellesmere Island and Greenland. 

• Largest and most productive polynya in the Canadian Arctic and Greenlandic waters. 

• Used by beluga in the summer and winter, bowhead and narwhal in summer, migratory walrus, ringed seal, bearded 
seal and harp seal during all seasons. 

• Large polar bear population rely on productive ringed seal in the fast ice adjacent to the North Water Polynya over the 
winter and spring. 

• Millions of seabirds breed in this area and most feed in the North Water and some overwinter in the area. 

• Approximately 30,000 pairs of black-legged kittiwake, representing 16% of the Canadian population, nest at 
Cambridge Point, Coburg Island. 

• Over 350,000 pairs of thick-billed murre nest in six colonies around the margin of the North Water Polynya. 

• Fourteen colonies of ivory gull are located on southeastern Ellesmere Island, supporting 730– 830 adults. 

• Some black guillemot (175 pairs) breed at Coburg Island, and 3,000–4,000 overwinter in this area. 

• Estimated 30 million Dovekie breed in northwest Greenland near the North Water Polynya, and many migrate north in 
the spring along shore leads near eastern Baffin Island and the North Water Polynya. 

30. Eastern Jones Sound

• Largest breeding colony of black-legged kittiwake in the Canadian Arctic (16% of Canadian population) and third 
largest thick-billed murre colony (12% of Canadian population). 

• Ice edges around Coburg Island support thousands of seabirds from April through October.

• Frequented by narwhal, beluga, ringed seal and bearded seal, and Atlantic walrus and polar bear use the area for haul-
out and feeding, respectively.

• Other marine birds nesting in the area include northern fulmar, black guillemot, common eider, ivory gull, glaucous gull, 
and long-tailed duck, with a small colony of Atlantic Puffin, the most northerly breeding site in Canada, nesting on 
Princess Charlotte Monument.

• Area encompasses and buffers the Nirjutiqavvik National Wildlife Area established by Environment Canada in 1995. 

31. Cardigan Strait/Hell Gate

• Important area used by the Western Jones Sound Atlantic walrus stock. 

• A tidally driven polynya forms in Cardigan Strait and Hell Gate that allows the walrus stock to remain in this area year-
round; the polynya allow early access to feeding and nesting sites for the seabirds in the area.

• Polar bear feed in the area and the area is frequented by narwhal, ringed seal and bearded seal.

• Northern halves of Cardigan Strait and Hell Gate are in the Arctic Archipelago Biogeographic Region are integral to 
the area. 

• Southeast boundary was delineated by a line between the western side of the mouth of Baad Fiord and the south 
side of the mouth of Viks Fiord.

32. Northern Baffin Bay

• Significantly important concentrations of abundant and large sea pens (Ombellula sp.) at the outflow of Lancaster 
Sound in Baffin Bay.
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33. Clearwater Fiord

• Important area based on summer use by the Cumberland Sound beluga (Delphinapterus leucas) population that 
aggregate in the area from late July to late September for feeding and rearing, and live in the larger sound year round.

• Encompasses open-water feeding habitat for Arctic char (Salvelinus alpinus) from several runs. 

• Important for seabird feeding, nesting and foraging, and encompasses some portion of important seabird habitat.

34. Baffin Bay Shelf Break

• Distinct steep-faced continental shelf break occurs where marine fish aggregate and marine mammals such as 
bowhead, narwhal, and seals (i.e., harp, hooded, ringed, and bearded) migrate and feed; aggregations of corals and 
sponges are also found here.

35. Hatton Basin-Labrador Sea-Davis Strait

• Large area characterized by the continental shelf, a deep basin, mixing waters, and recurrent polynyas in outer 
Cumberland Sound and Frobisher Bay. 

• Highly productive and contains a diversity of deep-water corals and sponges, marine fish, and invertebrates, including 
a productive shrimp population. 

• Highest recorded biomass of corals and is only area containing abundant Primnoa resedaeformis and Paragorgia 
arborea north of the Stone Fence off Nova Scotia. 

• Supports bowhead, beluga, and walrus during winter, and is an important summer feeding ground for polar bear, 
beluga, orca, harp seal, and hooded seal, which also use this area for whelping. 

• It is an important feeding, staging, and breeding area for more than 15 species of seabird, including thick-billed murre, 
black-legged kittiwake, black guillemot, Iceland gull, and dovekie.

36. East Cumberland Sound 

• Important feeding and over-wintering habitat for aggregations of Cumberland Sound beluga; year-round use of the 
area by the Eastern Canada-West Greenland bowhead (Balaena mysticetus) population.

• Boundaries based largely on the Cumberland Sound beluga population distribution data that extended into Kingnait 
Fiord to include important summer habitat for bowhead. 

• Supports other marine mammals, including harp seal (Pagophilus groenlandicus), ringed seal (Pusa hispida), narwhal 
(Monodon monoceros) and Atlantic walrus (Odobenus rosmarus rosamarus). 

• Important bird feeding and staging habitat as well as polar bear (Ursus maritimus) habitat. 

• Area extends around the end of the Cumberland Sound Peninsula and includes Hoare Bay, which is an important area 
for polar bear and Atlantic walrus. 

• Supports an important Greenland halibut (Reinhardtius hippoglossoides) fishery.

37. Southern Baffin Bay

• Oceanographic area is marked by a break between the warmer southern Labrador Current and the cold Arctic outflow.

• Important overwintering area for narwhal and bowhead, and several species of cold water coral (including black corals; 
Antipatharians) that occur in significant concentrations in this area.

• Supports a productive Greenland halibut fishery.
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Western Arctic

 

Figure 24: Western Arctic: Mackenzie Trough (38), Mackenzie Estuary and Nearshore Beaufort Shelf (39), 
Beaufort Shelf Break and Slope (40), Husky Lakes (41), Liverpool Bay (42), Horton River (43), Darnley Bay 
Nearshore Migration and Feeding Corridor (44), De Salis Bay (45), Viscount Melville Sound (46), Cape Bathurst 
Polynya (47), Cape Bathurst /Ballie Island (48), Queen Maud Gulf Coastline (49), Bathurst Inlet (50), Chantrey 
Inlet (51), King William Island (52), Yukon North Slope (53), South Amundsen Gulf (54), Southern Victoria Island 
Coastline (55), Diamond Jenness (56), Western Banks Island (57), and Lambert Channel (58). 
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38. Mackenzie Trough

• Unique bathymetric feature within the Beaufort Sea Large Ocean Management Area, with depths ranging from 50-
300 m, and subsequent upwelling events; cross shelf canyon provides enhanced shelf-break exchange via upwelling, 
which is caused by wind and ice driven ocean surface stress. 

• Upwelling events are associated with wind in the short ice-free season and ice motion in winter. 

• Trough is a conduit for deeper nutrient rich water to the shelf, and these conditions facilitate dense aggregations of 
Arctic Cod (Boreogadus saida) within two bands of water, 0–50 m and 150–200 m; trough found to receive seven 
times greater annual deposition than along the shelf; waters from >150 m results in an annual net upwelling and flux 
of nitrate, phosphate and silicate to the head of the trough. 

• High macrofaunal density in this area, with comparable taxonomic diversity at similar depth in the Cape Bathurst and 
the Beaufort Shelf areas. 

• Moderate bowhead feeding aggregations have been observed.

• Spring beluga, presumably feeding on deep water Arctic cod, concentrate along the Mackenzie Trough slope; a similar 
pattern of use may exist for at least a portion of tagged summer beluga. 

• Maximum zooplankton biomass in oceanic waters at deep water stations of the Mackenzie Trough; is three and twelve 
times greater than the diffuse plume waters (mixed freshwater and oceanic) along the shelf. 

• Complex dynamics of the Mackenzie River plume; plume waters are often observed hundreds of kilometers offshore; 
in this case, zooplankton diversity was greatest at the interface with plume and ocean water. 

• Important seasonal habitat for polar bears and an important feeding area for females emerging from their dens along 
the Canadian mainland.

39. Mackenzie Estuary and Nearshore Beaufort Shelf

• Mackenzie River is the main physical driver for this area and is considered a unique ecosystem and important for a 
number of Valued Ecosystem Components.

• Highly dynamic marine environment that is dominated by large freshwater inputs from the Mackenzie River that are 
modified by wind driven events that can intrude oceanic water onto the shelf. 

• Covered by land fast ice for much of the year and in winter a stamukhi zone forms. 

• Over the course of the winter, discharge from the Mackenzie Estuary builds up behind the stamukhi zone to form a 
large freshened water mass under-ice (Lake Herlieux), which is considered a unique feature of the Canadian Arctic, 
and is one of several large river estuarine environments of this scale globally. 

• Water masses on the Beaufort Shelf have been described in summer as consisting of three highly dynamic but 
different zones defined as dense plume waters, diffuse plume waters and oceanic waters. These dynamics create 
a unique environment supporting a mix of marine and estuarine fauna, including high macrobenthic density and 
moderate taxa richness. Also, sites with high oxygen and nitrate uptake, and silicic acid and phosphate release were 
identified.

• An important nursery area (i.e., hot spot) for larval fish has been identified in the northeastern boundary. It is 
hypothesized that a number of marine species spawn in the offshore marine waters, but gain energy and thermal 
advantage in the warm, nutrient rich plume waters.

• Periodic upwelling of nutrient rich Pacific water via the Kugmallit Canyon enhances shelf productivity.

• Anadromous fish migrate seasonally through the Mackenzie Estuary between spawning rivers within the Mackenzie 
River watershed and overwintering locations along the coastal lake and river systems. 

• Number of coastal and sea birds are also abundant within the shallow coastal waters along the entire northern 
coastline and along the Beaufort Shelf (>20 m), north of the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula for staging, molting and feeding. 
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• Important feeding area for female polar bears emerging from dens and other bears from the southern Beaufort Sea 
polar bear population.

• Large numbers of the Eastern Beaufort Sea beluga aggregate annually in the shallow estuarine waters, for a number 
of possible reasons such as thermal advantage, molting, feeding, avoidance of predators or socialization. 

40. Beaufort Shelf Break and Slope

• The Beaufort Shelf break runs the length of the continental shelf of the Beaufort Sea and is the boundary between 
the continental shelf and the much steeper continental slope. The shelf break occurs at between 60–100 m 
depth. Continental shelf breaks are known around the world to be an important marine ecosystem driver since the 
topography usually induces upwelling events that can bring nutrient rich, deep oceanic waters onto the shelf resulting 
in enhanced primary productivity within the photic zone. 

• Upwelling along the shelf break is further enhanced in the Beaufort Sea at the Mackenzie and Kugmallit troughs. 

• Sites in the Beaufort Shelf break had high macrobenthic taxa richness and moderate megabenthic richness.

• The shelf slope is a unique feature where the Beaufort Sea floor descends steeply between 100 and 1000 m. Recent 
sampling off the shelf (depths between 200–1500 m) collected a greater diversity of large invertebrates (e.g., crabs, 
shrimps, gelatinous pelagic invertebrates) than on the Beaufort Shelf; a narrow band of Atlantic origin waters between 
200–400 m which supported dense aggregations of Arctic cod.

• Sample sites in this area had moderate macrobenthic taxa richness. Some Beaufort Sea polar bears move offshore to 
use the pack ice along the slope during summer.

• Beluga using the shelf slope during spring, likely to feed on Arctic cod.

41. Husky Lakes

• Unique estuary with strong tidal flows in the ‘fingers’ and narrows which enhances vertical mixing of nutrients into 
surface waters. Due to the unique configuration and combination of fresh and estuarine waters, it supports 14 species 
of freshwater and estuarine or migratory fishes, including lake trout (Salvelinus namaycush), inconnu (Stenodus 
leucichthys), and broad whitefish (Coregonus nasus). 

• Important feeding area for migratory marine birds such as common merganser (Mergus merganser) and brant (Branta 
bernicla). 

• Beluga and ringed seal use the outer Husky Lakes area for feeding. 

• Traditional ecological knowledge supports the importance of Husky Lakes for a number of fish, beluga and ringed seal.

42. Liverpool Bay

• Upwelling tides produce enhanced productivity and supports highly unique areas important to sea birds and bowhead 
and seals

• Supports a high diversity of productive communities, kelp beds, clams and other invertebrates. 

• A wide variety of marine fish species are both known to spawn in Liverpool Bay and include Saffron cod (Eleginus 
gracilis), pacific herring (Clupea pallasi), and rarer species such as the blackline prickleback (Lumpenus mackayi). 
Communities report high use by pacific herring, presumably for spawning. 

• Local/traditional knowledge has indicated that ringed and bearded seals use the area for feeding, migration and 
general use, while bowhead feed and migrate through Liverpool Bay. 

• Important seasonal habitat for polar bears.
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43. Horton River

• Considered important for Arctic char feeding grounds off the mouth of the river. This area has a smaller population of 
Arctic char relative to other populations identified within areas in the Beaufort Sea. 

• The importance of primary productivity in the Franklin Bay region has been demonstrated as high. 

• Some infrequent observations of beluga and bowhead feeding aggregations have been made by community members 
when ice conditions have allowed; however, this area is not frequented regularly by locals.

44. Darnley Bay Nearshore Migration and Feeding Corridor

• Freshwater flow from the Hornaday and Brock rivers create a band of relatively warm, freshened waters along 
the east and west coast of Darnley Bay offshore to about 10 m in depth. Habitat is critical for acclimatization of 
anadromous Arctic char as they migrate between the freshwater and the marine environment annually, where they do 
most of their feeding. 

• Capelin (Mallotus villosus) are considered to be abundant in the offshore water near Pearce Point, and may be a very 
important food source for the sea-run char. 

• Arctic char can also use the freshened portion of the water column further offshore (up to 20 m depth contour) under 
favorable meteorological and oceanographic conditions. 

• Area from just north of Bennett Point to the area just east of Pearce Point is important to sea-run Arctic char. 

• Kelp beds, which are rare in the Beaufort Sea, have been reported in Argo Bay and along the coastline of Parry 
Peninsula, and could provide important structural habitat for fish. 

45. De Salis Bay

• Located on the southern shore of Banks Island, De Salis Bay, although not as heavily used by marine fauna as other 
areas in the Beaufort Sea, is considered a moderately important beluga area, with whales visiting the bay during their 
migrations between Amundsen Gulf and Viscount Melville Sound. 

• Oceanic upwelling provides conditions suitable to support bowhead feeding aggregations. 

• Sea-run Arctic Char from the De Salis River feed in the waters of the bay. 

• Northern Beaufort Sea Polar bears have been captured and released around De Salis Bay, and denning along the 
coastline has been identified. 

• Seabirds and seaducks also aggregate here to feed and nest.

46. Viscount Melville Sound

• Tagged beluga and ringed seal have been reported conducting deep dives in the area, suggesting that they are 
feeding. More recently, tagged bowhead have also been found to use the area. 

• The Viscount Melville polar bear subpopulation is small relative to other subpopulations.

47. Cape Bathurst Polynya

• Located at the western entrance of the Amundsen Gulf, and has a spatially variable boundary due to the intense 
annual and seasonal environmental variability in the area. The variability in sea-ice dynamics, extensive periods of 
open water, and the resultant productivity in the Amundsen Gulf, makes it one of the most important North American 
polynyas. This area has moderate megabenthic taxa richness for the region with comparable macrobenthic taxonomic 
diversity and density to the southwestern Beaufort Shelf region at similar depth. Results of benthic remineralization 
indicate high biological activity, releasing nutrients from the sediments particularly at the western entrance of 
Amundsen Gulf.
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• The polynya is important to Arctic cod, as an area of aggregation, in deep and warm Atlantic waters, and as an 
important nursery ground. 

• Marine birds use the polynya for feeding and staging. 

• Polar bear of both the southern and northern Beaufort Sea populations use the Cape Bathurst Polynya for feeding. 

• Beluga also use the area in spring after their return to the Beaufort Sea.

48. Cape Bathurst /Ballie Island

• North and north-west of Cape Bathurst has a unique combination of bathymetry and oceanography that create strong 
wind-driven upwelling events which bring cold, Pacific-derived water to the surface. The resulting productivity supports 
dense zooplankton populations and some of the most diverse and abundant benthic macrofaunal communities in 
the Canadian Beaufort Sea. Benthic remineralization indicates high biological activity releasing nutrients from the 
sediments.

• In late summer, bowhead aggregate near Cape Bathurst and feed intensively on dense zooplankton communities. 

• Important staging areas for common eider, king eider and long-tailed duck are found within the area.

• Ringed seal feeding aggregations have been reported north of Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula. These aggregations are 
variable depending upon ice conditions, but in most years were considered high. The seals aggregating in this region 
of the Beaufort Sea have been shown to be feeding.

• Considered to be important seasonal habitat for polar bears.

49. Queen Maud Gulf Coastline

• Physical features that define the Queen Maud Gulf marine region include tidal flats and lowlands, sand and gravel 
beaches, estuaries, and polynyas. Water depth is relatively shallow (<150 m) throughout, and ocean currents move 
generally from the northwest to the southeast. The ice regime is dominated by a preponderance of first year ice, 
which remains fast for 7-9 months of the year. The Queen Maud Gulf marine region exhibits more open water during 
summer and early fall than any other area in the Arctic.

• Extensive bird use of the marine region would suggest that productivity is high during the summer months. 

• Fifty seven species of fish have been identified here and there is a high concentration of Arctic char spawning rivers 
that drain into the marine region. 

• Ringed seal and polar bear are year-round inhabitants, and bearded seal are common in summer with some over-
wintering.

• The relatively shallow (<100 m) waters along the coast of the Queen Maude Gulf Migratory Bird Sanctuary are heavily 
influenced by freshwater inputs from four major rivers, the Armak, Ellice, Perry and Simpson rivers. Nutrients that are 
released from sediments carried to sea from these rivers enhance primary productivity. 

50. Bathurst Inlet

• With depths of 100-200 m, and with the influence of the Burnside River, Bathurst Inlet is an important Arctic char and 
ringed seal summer habitat. 

• Bird colonies are found on small islands near the mouth of the inlet. 

• Based on the occurrence of a polynya there may be productive benthic epifauna communities.
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51. Chantrey Inlet

• Chantrey Inlet is a shallow (<100 m) heavily protected and enclosed ecosystem that is intensely influenced by the 
Black River, resulting in very low salinities. These conditions present a unique ecosystem that is very productive and 
used by Arctic char. 

• The inlet is identified as prime ringed seal summer habitat. 

• The head of Chantrey Inlet is designated a key migratory bird terrestrial habitat site.

52. King William Island

• The marine area around King William Island includes several islands around which strong tidal currents flow, resulting 
in tidal mixing zones, including Royal Geographic Society and Jenny Lind islands. These currents enhance the 
productivity and food supply for the benthos, resulting in an increased benthic diversity and production. The strong 
tidal currents may also contribute to local open ocean habitats during winter.

• Ringed seal and a depleted polar bear population (M’Clintock Channel) aggregate in the area to feed.

53. Yukon North Slope

• The area is characterized by a relatively steep slope, roughly 50 km (east) to 100 km (west) offshore of the Yukon 
coast. The coast along the Yukon North Slope provides a narrow band (<10 m isobath) of freshwater, with relatively 
steep bathymetry into marine waters, which when combined with wind events can result in topographically enhanced 
upwelling. 

• This area is used as a feeding and migration route to and from coastal river systems by at least seven anadromous 
fish species, including: Arctic cisco (Coregonus autumnalis), least cisco (Coregonus sardinella), rainbow smelt 
(Osmerus mordax), Arctic char (Salvelinus alpinus), broad whitefish (Coregonus nasus), lake whitefish (Coregonus 
clupeaformis), and inconnu (Stenodus leucichthys). 

• At least eight marine fish species make use of this region, entering dilute coastal waters in summer and then 
migrating back to deep oceanic waters in winter.

• Dolly Varden char (Salvelinus malma) migrate annually from summer marine feeding grounds off the Yukon North 
Slope along the coastal waters (< 20 m) to overwintering and spawning grounds in a number of streams (e.g., Rat and 
Big Fish rivers) in the area. The species is currently considered to be depleted in the Rat and Big Fish rivers.

• Moderate feeding aggregations of bowhead (Balaena mysticetus) occur in August along the slope. Traditional 
knowledge confirms that historic feeding by bowhead has occurred along the coastline. Moderate use by beluga 
(Delphinapterus leucas) feed in the same area. 

• Ringed seal (Phoca hispida) use the area for late summer feeding during their fall migration from the Beaufort Sea 
to their wintering grounds. In addition to feeding, traditional knowledge reports ringed seal pupping along the Yukon 
North Slope in winter. 

• The only known nesting site for black guillemots (Cepphus grylle) in the western Arctic is on Herschel Island, although 
this is a man-made habitat. The birds frequent the adjacent marine waters for feeding. 

• The coastline also contains important polar bear (Ursus maritimus) denning areas and feeding areas for females 
emerging from dens.

54. South Amundsen Gulf

• Important fast-ice habitat during the late winter and summer, and is an important area for breeding, rearing and 
foraging thick-billed murre and black guillemot. 

• Serves as important rearing and foraging habitat for polar bear. 
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• Density and richness of macrobenthic taxa is exceptionally high, and the area is important for key prey species (i.e., 
zooplankton, Arctic cod) for higher trophic level foraging during upwelling events. 

• Ringed seal use the area for breeding and feeding, while beluga and bowhead use the area as foraging grounds.

55. Southern Victoria Island Coastline

• The nearshore Arctic char migratory and feeding corridor that is present in this area was deemed important since the 
ecological properties here are different to those in the King William Island.

56. Diamond Jenness

• Diamond Jenness has important fast-ice habitat and is an important area for Arctic Char feeding and migration and 
ringed seal molting, breeding, rearing and foraging.

• The area serves as important habitat for seabird, sea duck and shorebird breeding, rearing and foraging. 

• The area is used by beluga and bowhead for foraging and by polar bear for rearing and foraging habitat. 

• The area is also moderately important for several species of marine fishes (i.e., capelin and Arctic cod), and is known 
for having exceptionally low macro-invertebrate diversity.

57. Western Banks Island

• Western Banks Island is an important area for its polar bear rearing and foraging habitats and its seabird and sea duck 
foraging habitats. 

• During the spring and fall the area serves as a marine mammal corridor, and when upwelling occurs, the area becomes 
important for key prey species for higher trophic level foraging (i.e., Arctic cod and zooplankton). 

• Beluga and bowhead also use this area for foraging.

58. Lambert Channel

• Important polynya at the mouth and the area experiences enhanced biological productivity at and/or surrounding the 
recurrent polynya. 

• Important area for seaducks and Arctic char that use the area for migration and feeding. 
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Arctic Basin

 

Figure 25: Arctic Basin: Arctic Basin Multi-Year Pack Ice (59)

59. Arctic Basin Multi-Year Pack Ice

• The dramatic decline in Arctic summer ice coverage over the last few decades demonstrates that this area is where 
the thick multi-year ice will persist longest in the Canadian Arctic. This makes this feature internationally unique within 
the Canadian Arctic and globally. Additionally, little is known about the fauna that reside in the Arctic Basin; however, 
there are likely a number of taxonomic species/groups that are unique in this area. 

• Northern and Southern Beaufort Sea polar bears use this area and it is considered an important summer refugium 
and potential denning area.
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Arctic Archipelago

 

Figure 26: Arctic Archipelago: Ellesmere Island Shelves (60), Nansen-Eureka-Greely Fjord (61), Norwegian Bay 
(62), Princess Maria Bay (63), and Archipelago Multi-Year Pack Ice (64).
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60. Ellesmere Island Shelves

• The largest and most significant glaciers flow from Ellesmere Island into fjords as ice shelves. The areas is relatively 
shallow (<200 m), and is covered by greater than 90% old year ice. A total absence of biological data makes this area 
unique.

61. Nansen-Eureka-Greely Fjord

• The Nansen-Eureka-Greely Fjord marine complex is 400 km long, up to 30 km wide, and 900 m deep, and separates 
Ellesmere and Axel Heiberg islands. At the outer end of the fjords, shallower sills cut off water transport, and this lack 
of exchange creates unique water masses. These unique ecosystems are poorly understood.

62. Norwegian Bay

• Although marine mammal aggregations and current concentrations/densities appear to be low in comparison to the 
entire Arctic, this area is considered to be important regionally for a number of marine mammal aggregations that 
occur within the Arctic Archipelago biogeographic region, including for feeding and rearing area for the Norwegian 
Bay polar bear population, which is the most genetically differentiated polar bear population in the world.

63. Princess Maria Bay

• A number of important walrus haul-out sites were identified during an aerial survey along the coast and on the ice 
floes from Pim Island north to John Richardson Bay. The use of terrestrial sites in this area for Walrus haul-out habitat 
will likely increase as sea ice diminishes over time. 

• Important habitat for seal and Baffin Bay narwhal. 

• Identified as highly productive based on satellite data and local and traditional ecological knowledge.

64. Archipelago Multi-Year Pack Ice

• Multi-year pack ice within the archipelago supports different communities than those within the Arctic Basin. 

• Area includes thousands of islands with jagged coastlines, making it one of the largest/most expansive Arctic 
archipelagos in the world, a unique feature of the Canadian Arctic. 
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VI. Conclusion

A brief description of Arctic priority setting exercises performed by Arctic Council, UN Convention on Biological Diversity, 
IUCN-NRDC and Canadian government for identifying important marine areas were discussed and described. The 
number of important marine areas identifi ed as part of the Arctic Council’s AMSA IIC process was spatially broad, 
while the UN CBD EBSA process identifi ed areas that were limited largely to Russian jurisdictional waters. The non-
governmental IUCN-NRDC Super EBSA process identifi ed thirteen high priority important marine areas across the 
circumpolar Arctic. Canada undertook their own iterative EBSA exercise to identify marine areas of high importance. The 
level of variance between these assessments is likely signifi cant, and refi nement is important for ocean planning and 
efforts to delineate appropriate management measures.
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VIII. Appendices

A. Summary of important marine areas occurring within the Canadian Arctic. Marine protected areas are from MPAtlas 
and IUCN-UNEP World Database on Protected Areas.  

B. Summary of important marine areas occurring within Greenland and Faroe Islands. Marine protected areas are from 
MPAtlas and IUCN-UNEP World Database on Protected Areas

C. Summary of important marine areas occurring within Iceland. Marine protected areas are from MPAtlas and IUCN-
UNEP World Database on Protected Areas.

D. Summary of important marine areas occurring within Norway. Marine protected areas are from MPAtlas and IUCN-
UNEP World Database on Protected Areas

E. Summary of important marine areas occurring within Russian Arctic. Marine protected areas are from MPAtlas and 
IUCN-UNEP World Database on Protected Areas.

F. Summary of important marine areas occurring within the United States Arctic. Marine protected areas are from 
NOAA Marine Protected Area Center.
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Appendix B: Summary of important marine areas occurring within Greenland and Faroe Islands. Marine 
protected areas are from MPAtlas and IUCN-UNEP World Database on Protected Areas. 
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Appendix D: Summary of important marine areas occurring within Norway. Marine protected areas are from 
MPAtlas and IUCN-UNEP World Database on Protected Areas. 
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